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1 Introduction
Since the pioneering work in rare earth-transition metal (RE-TM) by Mimura et
al. [1] and K.H.J. Buschow et al. [2], amorphous TbFe ferrimagnets and other rare
earth-transition metal (RE-TM) ﬁlms gained attention for their strong perpendic-
ular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) and good magneto-optical properties [3] [4] [5].
Recently, the development of all-optical switching has triggered a renewed interest
in rare earth-ferrimagnets. For example, Radu et al. reported X-ray Magnetic
Circular Dichroism (XMCD) measurements that probe the optically excited non-
equilibrium spin dynamics on nanometre length scales and femtosecond timescales
in GdFeCo [6]. Liu et al. demonstrated that single femto-second optical laser
pulses of suﬃcient intensity were able to reproducibly reverse the magnetization
in TbFeCo thin ﬁlms, which can be a model system for all-optical switching-based
recording technologies [7].
The focus of my thesis is on the study of the RE-TM ferrimagnet TbxFey
thin ﬁlms and the ferri/ferro-magnet TbxFey/[Co/Pt]×n exchange-coupled sys-
tems, where x and y designate the atomic ratio of Tb and Fe, and n designate the
number of [Co/Pt] bi-layers in the multilayer. These exchange-coupled double-
layer structures have many potential applications, e.g. as candidate systems for
a hard RE-TM storage layer coupled to a softer read/write layer for heat-assisted
magnetic recording (HAMR). The details of the exchange-coupling and the mag-
netization reversal mechanism are not fully studied and understood in this strong
coupling regime. This thesis is a ﬁrst study of these systems with high spatial
resolution to understand the physics that determines the reversal.
The samples were fabricated using DC magnetron sputtering at room temper-
ature under ultra high vacuum (UHV) conditions. For the imaging of the stray
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ﬁelds emanating from a sample surface and the magnetization reversal of magnetic
thin ﬁlms, magnetic force microscope (MFM) is the technique of choice since it
probes the local stray ﬁeld of materials with high spatial resolution and in applied
magnetic ﬁelds [8]. Therefore MFM is used as a main technique in my work to
investigate the micro-magnetic state of the sample.
An outline of this thesis is given below, with each chapter giving a short overview
providing the necessary context.
Chapter 2 provides an introduction to the principles of MFM. For the quanti-
tative analysis and modeling of MFM data, a transfer function relating the MFM
contrast to the stray ﬁeld emanating from the sample surface is necessary. It is
obtained through the tip calibration procedures. Our MFM instrumentation and
the important aspects of sample and probe preparation and handling are discussed
as well.
The measured MFM magnetic contrast arises from the magnetic forces between
tip and sample, due to the stray ﬁeld emanating from the sample surface. The
stray ﬁeld decays rapidly with increasing distance from the surface. In order to
obtain high resolution MFM images and the subsequent quantitative analysis, the
magnetic tip needs to scan very close to the sample surface and be kept at a
constant (average) distance during image scan even in a large applied magnetic
ﬁeld. Therefore, a robust method for active tip-sample distance control based
on frequency modulation of the cantilever oscillation has been developed. With
this method, a tip-sample distance of the order of 10 nm can be controlled with
a precision better than ±0.4 nm. This frequency-modulated capacitive tip-sample
distance control method is presented in Chapter 3.
Chapter 4 presents the results for the study of TbFe thin ﬁlms. The magneti-
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zation reversal was studied by MFM measurements, and the magnetization loops
measured by vibrating sample magnetometry (VSM) and superconducting quan-
tum interference device (SQUID) magnetometry. The MFM-scans were performed
at 10.5K and in external magnetic ﬁelds ranging from 0 to 7T, at a constant aver-
age tip sample distance of 7 nm. The topographical and magnetic contributions in
the MFM frequency shift contrast were separated by scanning with up and down
tip magnetizations. Magnetic contrast and magnetic pattern evolution as function
of ﬁeld were evaluated for the original and the zoomed MFM images. We used
the transfer function to simulate the MFM contrast measured on TbFe thin ﬁlms.
In addition, Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) and transmission elec-
tron microscopy (TEM) were used for composition and chemical analyses of the
samples.
The magnetization reversal of exchange-coupled TbFe/[Co/Pt]×n double layers
is addressed in Chapter 5. The magnetometry and MFM measurements, as well
as the quantitative MFM data analysis were carried out in a similar way to the
TbFe thin ﬁlms presented in Chapter 4. The reversal processes can be classiﬁed
into three ﬁeld regions, e.g. the rotation of [Co/Pt]×n local magnetic moments in
low ﬁelds, the reversal of [Co/Pt]×n via nucleation of 'sub-domains' accompanied
by the formation of interfacial domain walls (iDW) in intermediate ﬁelds, and the
compression of the iDW in high ﬁelds. In addition, TbxFey/[Co/Pt]×n samples
with Pt interlayers exhibit lower exchange-bias ﬁeld with larger interlayer thick-
ness, showing the possibility of tuning the exchange-coupling by the Pt interlayer.
The above studies attempted to understand the micromagnetic state of the
amorphous TbFe alloy thin ﬁlms and the magnetization reversal of TbFe/[Co/Pt]×5
based exchange-coupled double-layer structures. Chapter 6 gives a summary of the
11
presented work and provides an outlook on the envisaged experiments and simu-
lations on the above mentioned systems and methods.
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2 Principles and Instrumentation
This chapter gives a short introduction to the principles of MFM, and presents the
instrumentation as well as cantilever and sample preparation methods.
2.1 Introduction to magnetic force microscope (MFM)
A magnetic force microscope (MFM) is a type of scanning force microscope (SFM)
that is used for the measurement of tip-sample forces mediated by a magnetic ﬁeld
[8]. The MFM utilizes a tip with a magnetic moment so that it becomes sensitive
to magnetic ﬁelds emanating from a sample of interest.
The pioneering work on MFM dates back to the late 1980s [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14],
and reviews on MFM can be found in refs. [15, 16, 17] and more recently in
[8]. MFM has become one of the most widely used magnetic imaging techniques,
especially to image magnetic patterns in magnetic recording media [13, 14].
The measurement of magnetic forces is challenging for various reasons. Like
other SFMs, MFM measures the sum of all the forces between the probe (e.g.
cantilever, tunning fork) and the sample. Hence an important task in MFM is to
separate the magnetic from the non-magnetic forces contributing to the measured
signal. Due to the small magnitude of the magnetic force and its decay with in-
creasing distance from the sample, measuring close to the sample surface improves
the signal to noise ratio. At the same time, the probe should not get so close to
the sample surface that spatial variations of the van der Waals forces dominate
the measured signal. A constant average tip-sample distance between about 5 and
20 nm needs to be maintained. These requirements imply the need for an accurate
tip sample distance control. Two methods have recently been developed [18, 19]
13
but are found to be inadequate for the measurement conditions (e.g. applied ﬁelds
up to 7T) that we encounter in our experiments. To overcome this diﬃculty,
we developed a new single-passage capacitive tip-sample distance control method
which is presented in Chapter 3.
2.1.1 Magnetic force microscope (MFM) contrast formation
2.1.1.1 Forces acting on MFM tip
The signal measured by MFM arises from the sum of all forces acting on the MFM
tip:
Fts = Fcap + FvdW + Fmag, (2.1)
where Fcap represents the capacitive forces, FvdW the van der Waals forces and
Fmag the magnetic forces.
The capacitive or electric force Fcap is given by the z-derivative of the energy
stored in the capacitor (with capacitance C) that is formed by tip and sample (with
distance z) [20]:
Fcap = −1
2
∂C
∂z
(UBias − UCPD)2 , (2.2)
where UBias is an externally applied bias potential and UCPD is the contact potential
diﬀerence (CPD) between tip and sample materials. The capacitive force is always
attractive. Note that the overall capacitive force is usually nulled in the measure-
ments by applying a bias equal to the contact potential, but local variations of the
topography can still give rise to the frequency shift of the cantilever.
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The van der Waals force FvdW between the MFM tip and the sample is de-
scribed for a conical tip as [21]:
FvdW(z) = −H
6
(
R
z2
+
(tanϑ0)
2
z +R′
− R
′
z(z +R′)
)
, (2.3)
where R′, ϑ0 are the height and conical angle of the spherical tip apex, and H is
an eﬀective Hamaker constant, and z is the tip-sample distance.
The magnetic tip-sample force Fmag can be calculated from the tip magne-
tization Mtip(r, z) and the stray ﬁeld emanating from the sample surface H(r, z)
[22]:
Fmag(r, z) = µ0
∫
V ′
Mtip(r
′, z′) · ∂
∂z
H(r+ r ′, z + z′) dr ′dz′ , (2.4)
with the coordinate vector r = (x, y), the tip-sample distance z and the vacuum
permeability µ0. The integral is carried out over the tip's volume V ′ for each
position r of the tip. This makes expression 2.4 inconvenient for the simulation
of the measured image contrast. Furthermore, the magnetization distribution of
the tip Mtip(r ′, z′) is generally not known and not accessible experimentally. For
these reasons it is convenient to express the magnetic force in 2D Fourier space
with wave vector k and the coordinate vector in Fourier space (k, z) = (kx, ky, z):
Fˆ(k, z) = µ0
∫ −ikx−iky
∂
∂z
 Mˆ∗tip(k, z′)e−kz′dz′ · Hˆsample(k, z), (2.5)
where Mˆ∗tip(k, z
′) is the complex conjugate of tip magnetization in Fourier space,
and Hˆsample(k, z) is the stray ﬁeld in Fourier space. Equation 2.5 expresses the
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magnetic force (in 2D Fourier space) as the product of the sample stray ﬁeld with
an unknown tip magnetization integral. This integral is speciﬁc to the microscopic
magnetic details of the particular tip employed. Determining it therefore requires
a measurement, which in essence constitutes the MFM tip calibration procedure
that is discussed in more detail in the sections below.
2.1.1.2 Magnetic stray ﬁelds
It is convenient to express the sample stray ﬁeld Hˆ also in Fourier space. For a ﬁlm
which is uniformly magnetized throughout the ﬁlm thickness d, the magnetization
pattern in Fourier spaceMz(k) determines the stray ﬁeld above the sample (z>0)
with
Hˆ(k, z) = − 1
2k
[
e−kz
(
1− e−kd)]
ikxiky
−k
Mz(k), (2.6)
where the distance loss factor e−kz describes the exponential decay of the mag-
netic stray ﬁeld as function of tip-sample distance z, and the thickness loss factor
(1 − e−kd) accounts for the reduction of the stray ﬁeld arising from the partial
compensation from opposite equivalent magnetic charges at the top and bottom
surfaces of the magnetic ﬁlm, which are located at a ﬁnite distance d from each
other.
For a domain pattern of a [Co0.6nm/Pt1.0nm]×5-multilayer with PMA (see also
Section 2.2.1, sample for the tip calibration procedure), the stray ﬁeld for diﬀerent
distances z above the sample surface is illustrated in Fig. 2.1.
For the thin ﬁlm sample, the amplitude of the stray ﬁeld close to the sample
surface [Fig. 2.1 a)] is lower in the center of the domains than at the locations of
the domain walls. This reﬂects the inﬂuence of the thickness loss factor (1−e−kd),
16
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Figure 2.1: Magnetic stray ﬁeld of a thin sample [panels a)-e)] and an inﬁnitely thick
sample [panels f)-j)]. For the two columns of panels: a) and f) Stray ﬁeld image at a
distance of z0=7nm from the thin ﬁlm and bulk sample, respectively. b) and g) Up
and down magnetic domains at the location of the horizontal red lines in image a) and
f), respectively. c) and h), d) and i), and e) and j) Proﬁles of the horizontal red lines
in image a) and f) at distances from the sample surface of z0=7nm, z1=27nm, and
z2=87nm, respectively. The red dotted ellipses in images c) and e) highlight domain
wall contrast and domain contrast, respectively.
which tends to zero with the wavelength tending to inﬁnity. This behavior is well
known from the electrostatic ﬁeld of a uniformly charged plane capacitor, which
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is formally equivalent to the limit wavelength case. We refer to the contrast that
decreases in amplitude toward the domain center as a domain wall contrast type.
Conversely, it is said to be more domain contrast like if the decrease in contrast
amplitude is absent. This case takes place for inﬁnite thickness d or for suﬃcient
distance to the sample (Fig. 2.1). Because of this, the stray ﬁeld of a saturated
ﬁlm of constant thickness and a homogeneous magnetization vanishes. Figures 2.1
c) to e) show a cross-section of the stray ﬁeld at the position of the dashed line in
Fig. 2.1 a) for diﬀerent distances z above the surface. The stray ﬁeld at the location
of the domain walls decays faster than that above the domains (e.g. marked in
Fig. 2.1 b)), because the distance loss factor e−kz decays faster for smaller spatial
wavelengths.
For a sample with the same magnetization but inﬁnite thickness [Fig. 2.1 f)-j)],
the stray ﬁeld is high in the center of the domains and low at the locations of
the domain walls. This is due to the fact that the thickness loss factor (1− e−kd)
equals to one for inﬁnitely large d, while the distance loss factor e−kz is lower for
larger k (smaller wavelength) at the same distance z. Panels h) through j) depict
the decrease of domain contrast with increasing distance from the surface.
For thin ﬁlms, the stray ﬁeld pattern emanating from the sample surface shows
`domain wall contrast' (with high stray ﬁeld at the locations of the domain walls
and low in the center of the domains) at small distances [Figs. 2.1 c) and d)], and
`domain contrast' (with low stray ﬁeld at the locations of the domain walls and
high in the center of the domains) at small distances [Fig. 2.1 e)]. For example,
the red dotted ellipses in Figs. 2.1 c) and e) highlight typical domain wall contrast
and domain contrast, respectively. For bulk samples, the stray ﬁeld shows only
domain contrast [Figs. 2.1 h)-j)].
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2.1.1.3 MFM signal
In MFM experiments, we measure the change of the cantilever's ﬁrst mode fre-
quency arising from the tip's interaction with the stray ﬁeld emanating from the
sample surface.
For an inﬁnitesimally small cantilever oscillation amplitude, the ﬁrst mode fre-
quency shift is given by:
∆f1 = − f1
2k1
∂Fz(z)
∂z
, (2.7)
where f1 and 2k1 are the ﬁrst mode resonance frequency and force constant (stiﬀ-
ness) of the cantilever, respectively, and kts(z) =
∂Fz(z)
∂z
is the z-derivative of the
sum of all forces acting on the tip.
If the latter can not be approximated as constant in the z-range covered by the
oscillating tip (oscillation amplitude comparable to the decay length of the force),
expression 2.7 does not hold, and the frequency shift has to be calculated as:
∆f1 = − f1
2k1
〈kts〉 , (2.8)
where 〈kts(z)〉 is a weighted average of kts(z).
Since we are measuring solely the ﬁrst mode resonance frequency shift of the
cantilever in this thesis work, the notation ∆f1 becomes ∆f for simplicity.
As discussed in Section 2.1.1.1, magnetic force, van der Waals force, and capac-
itive force act on the cantilever at the same time. The ﬁrst arises from magnetic
structures of the sample, and the later two arise from the topography. Hence
the frequency shifts, as the derivative of all the forces acting on the tip [Eq. 2.7],
comprise three parts: ∆fmag accounting for the magnetic tip-sample interactions
(arising from magnetic domains), ∆ftopo for the topography-induced interactions,
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and ∆fbgnd accounting for the signal arising from a magnetic `roughness' (due
to the thickness variations of a ﬁlm with uniform magnetization) and the topo-
magnetism (due to the topography of a ﬁlm with uniform thickness and uniform
magnetization).
2.1.2 Achieving high lateral resolution in MFM
Each spatial Fourier component of the magnetic ﬁelds decays exponentially with
increasing distance from the sample surface with a decay constant that is inversely
proportional to its spatial wavelength (see Eq. 2.6). The Fourier components
with small spatial wavelengths providing the high spatial resolution signal can
thus be obtained with greater amplitudes if the MFM data is acquired at the
small tip-sample distances, provided the MFM has a suﬃciently high sensitivity.
Maintaining small tip-sample distances requires a feedback method to compensate
drifts. We discuss this further below and in Chapter 3.
As for high measurement sensitivity, it can be obtained if the mechanical prop-
erties of the cantilever are appropriately tuned. For a deﬂection sensor with a
suﬃciently high signal-to-noise ratio, the sensitivity of the MFM measurements is
limited by the thermal noise of the cantilever. In a cantilever-based MFM, the
thermodynamic limit for the minimally measurable force derivative on the n-th
cantilever oscillation mode is given by [23]:
∂
∂z
Fz
∣∣∣∣
min
=
1
An
√
4kBTknB
Qnωn
, (2.9)
where An is the oscillation amplitude, Qn the quality factor, ωn the resonance
frequency and kn the equivalent stiﬀness of the n-th cantilever oscillation mode,
with B the bandwidth, kB the Boltzmann constant, and T the temperature.
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Rugar et al. [24] have shown that long and thin cantilevers are advantageous for
obtaining high sensitivity, because the ratio of kn and ωn is inversely proportional
to the cantilever length, and the quality factor Q is high for long, thin and narrow
cantilevers. In their work, cantilevers with a spring constant of 3µN/m which
gives rise to a force sensitivity of 1.4×10−18 N/√Hz at 2.6K have been presented.
Such ultra-soft cantilevers can only be approached to the sample with their long
axis normal to the sample surface. These cantilevers are not suitable for MFM
because of their low resonance frequency (e.g. a few kHz).
For conventional MFM experiments performed in air, a double-passage operation
mode is typically used. The magnetic interaction is measured with the tip lifted
oﬀ the surface of the sample after the topography of the sample has been scanned
in an intermittent contact mode. The latter requires cantilevers with a suﬃcient
stiﬀness, typically a few N/m.
In my thesis, cantilevers with a force constant between 0.7N/m and a resonance
frequency of about 50 kHz were used. These cantilevers have a high quality factor
(typically 50 000), provided that the reﬂective coating on the cantilever backside
and the magnetic coating on the tip side are appropriately fabricated (see Sec-
tion 2.4). In addition, we performed the experiments in ultra high vacuum (UHV)
and at 10.5K.
2.2 Quantitative MFM
Asserting the quantitative nature of the MFM measurements presupposes that
the measurements can be compared quantitatively with models thereof. Achieving
it, therefore, necessitates a physical description of the image formation process,
such that we can connect magnetization-, stray ﬁeld-, and frequency shift-patterns
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among each other uniquely. In Section 2.1.1.1, we expressed the magnetic tip-
sample force in Fourier space as the product of the stray ﬁeld of the sample and
the eﬀective magnetization of the tip (Eq. 2.5).
More succinctly, the ﬁrst mode frequency shift caused by magnetic interactions
can be expressed as [25]:
∆fˆA1>0mag (k, z) = TF (k) ·
dHˆA1n (k, z)
dn
∣∣∣
eff
, (2.10)
where the transfer function TF (k) describes the imaging properties of the MFM
cantilever in Fourier space, and the eﬀective stray ﬁeld derivative along the n-axis
(see Fig. 2.2) canted 12◦ (typically) with respect to the z-axis is deﬁned as:
dHˆA1n (k, z)
dn
∣∣∣
eff
:=
2
A1
LCF (k, η)I1(z˜)
1
−k
∂Hˆz(k, z)
∂z
, (2.11)
where A1 is the ﬁrst mode cantilever oscillation amplitude, LCF (k, η) := − 1kn · ∇ˆ
deﬁnes the lever-canting-Function, I1(z˜) is the ﬁrst order Bessel function, and
∂Hˆz(k,z)
∂z
denotes the stray ﬁeld derivative along the z-axis.
Samplex
y
z
n
12°
Figure 2.2: Schematic of the n-axis normal to long axis of the cantilever, with respect to
the sample coordinates x-, y-, and z-axes.
Note that from Eqs. 2.5 and 2.6, the transfer function TF (k) includes the eﬀec-
tive tip magnetization which is generally unknown, and thus cannot be calculated
directly but must be obtained through a tip calibration process.
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2.2.1 Tip calibration
With Eq. 2.10, the transfer function TF (k) can be obtained from the cantilever
frequency shift and the eﬀective stray ﬁeld derivative that gave rise to it. In prac-
tice, it is possible to ﬁnd the pattern of through thickness, homogeneous domains
giving rise to the a domain MFM signal (∆fdom). However, the magnetic back-
ground giving rise to ∆fbgdn cannot be obtained accurately. Therefore, we must
instead remove ∆fbgdn from ∆f  as well as any frequency shift pattern contribu-
tion not generated by the domains (e.g. ∆ftopo from the topography). The stray
ﬁeld derivative can be calculated from Eqs. 2.6 and 2.11, given the domain pattern
(estimated from the MFM image), the sample magnetization (determined from the
magnetometry data), the tip-sample distance z (set and kept by the control method
in Chapter 3), the cantilever oscillation amplitude A (maintained by phase-locked
loop (PLL)) and the ﬁlm thickness d (known from the sample fabrication). For
accuracy of the tip calibration, the stray ﬁeld calculation from the magnetization
pattern we determined must accurately represent the sample. Hence we require
a thin ﬁlm sample with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA), sharp domain
walls (containing magnetic structures of short spatial wavelength) and preferably
domains size similar to the sample of interest (e.g. the TbFe thin ﬁlms presented
in Chapters 4 and 5).
The tip calibration process of determining the the transfer function TF (k) is il-
lustrated in Fig. 2.3. Note the measured MFM data consists of cantilever frequency
shift induced by magnetic domains, a magnetic background, and the topography
(see Section 2.2.1.2).
It is worth noting that noise in the determination of ∆f can be reduced by
averaging over diﬀerent individual calculations of TF (k) [26]. For this purpose,
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Figure 2.3: Flow chart of the tip calibration process.
we utilize sub-images from a measurement on the calibration, that have the same
size and pixel resolution as the MFM-scans on the sample of interest.
Here a Siox/Pt10nm/ [Co0.6nm/Pt1nm]×5 /Pt3nm sample with an in-plane demag-
netized (see Section 2.5.2) domain pattern was used for the tip calibration. The
layer structure is illustrated in Fig. 2.4.
Co 0.6nm
Pt 1nm
Pt cover
Pt adhesion
Co 0.6nm
Figure 2.4: Illustration of the layer structure of the calibration sample, where the curved
lines present the interaction between the tip and each of the 5 Co layers.
The sample magnetization of 1.04×106 A/m is determined from the vibrating
sample magnetometry (VSM) data by attributing the measured total magnetic
moment solely to the Co layers (the polarization of the Pt layers are not considered,
see Fig. 2.4). The sample exhibits a strong PMA, and the domain wall width
can be calculated from the known magnetic anisotropy and exchange stiﬀness of
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the material. MFM scans were carried out on this calibration sample under the
same conditions as the TbFe thin ﬁlms as described in Section 4.3.2. An area of
3.75 µm×3.75 µm with 320×320 pixels was scanned. From this data 1400 256×256
pixels-images of 3 µm×3 µm size were extracted and used to obtain 1400 transfer
functions TF (k). From these an average transfer function TF (k) was obtained.
2.2.1.1 Calculating the eﬀective stray ﬁeld derivative
As a ﬁrst step toward obtaining the transfer function (TF ) [see Eq. 2.10 and
Fig. 2.3], the magnetization and the eﬀective stray ﬁeld derivative are calculated
from the MFM data measured on the calibration sample in zero ﬁeld [Fig. 2.5].
dH/dn
-1 0 1
∆f [Hz]
-3 -2 0 2 3 1 -1
 
dH/dn [x106 A/m2]
-3 -2 0 2 3 1 -1
1µm
0 T d)a) b) c)
1µm
M [x106 A/m]
-1.1 0 1.1
c) magnetization patterndomain pattern
Figure 2.5: a) Frequency shift image obtained on the calibration sample with an in-
plane demagnetized domain structure. b) Domain pattern estimated from the measured
frequency shift data in panel a). c) Magnetization pattern. d) The eﬀective stray ﬁeld
derivative dHndn calculated from panel b).
Figure 2.5 a) shows a 3 µm×3 µm sized frequency shift image of the calibration
sample in an in-plane demagnetized domain state. The domain pattern [Fig. 2.5 b)]
is estimated from the Fig. 2.5 a). For the domain wall location to be estimated
accurately from thresholding the frequency shift pattern, the canting eﬀect of
oscillating cantilever (Fig. 2.2), which would otherwise lead to some vertical shift
of the domain wall positions, is removed from the frequency shift image. Note that
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the stray ﬁeld (thus the frequency shift) is lower in the center of the domains [see
Section 2.1.1.2], hence small variations of the stray ﬁeld inside the domain could
lead to artifacts in the domain pattern when ﬁxed levels are used to discriminate
whether a given spot belongs to up or down domains. To avoid this problem,
a new frequency shift pattern is calculated from the measured one assuming an
inﬁnitely large thickness d and a smaller tip-sample distance z, which attenuate
the thickness loss factor (1− e−kd) and the distance loss factor e−kz, respectively.
A threshold is then applied to this frequency shift image to determine the positions
of the up and down domains. A domain wall width estimated from the magnetic
anisotropy and the exchange stiﬀness of the sample is taken into account in the
domain pattern [Fig. 2.5 b)]. The model magnetization pattern [Fig. 2.5 c)] is
obtained as the product of the sample magnetization with the domain pattern
[Fig. 2.5 b)].
Given the magnetization pattern [Fig. 2.5 c)], the ﬁlm thickness d, and the tip-
sample distance z, the eﬀective stray ﬁeld derivative dHn
dn
can be calculated from
Eqs. 2.6 and 2.11. The stray ﬁeld is the sum of all stray ﬁelds arising from the
Co layers, taking into account the distance loss factors for each of the 5 Co layers
(Fig. 2.4).
2.2.1.2 Separating the magnetic frequency shift from the
measured MFM data
As Fig. 2.3 indicates, the stray ﬁeld derivative obtained in Section 2.2.1.1 does not
correspond to the full ∆f but to a part of it, ∆fdom, which needs to be separated
from the measured ∆f .
Figures 2.6 a) and b) show MFM data acquired on the calibration sample in
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demagnetized domain state (in 0T) and in remanence. Note that a background
contrast (roughness) is present in the MFM data for the sample in the remanent
state [Fig. 2.6 b)]. This contrast can either arise from locally varying topography
or the inhomogeneous distribution of the magnetic moment of the sample. To
address this question, the diﬀerence and the sum of the MFM data shown in
Figs. 2.6 a) and b) are displayed in Figs. 2.6 c) and d), respectively. In the
diﬀerence image [Fig. 2.6 c)], the down domains appear rough while the up domains
are smooth. In the sum image [Fig. 2.6 d)], it's the other way around. These
observations prove, in addition to the topography-induced contrast, the presence
of some contrast that switches sign with the relative tip-sample magnetization.
This magnetic contrast ∆fbgnd (magnetic roughness) is attributed to a magnetic
background arising either from the inhomogeneous distribution of the magnetic
moment areal density or from the variations of the magnetic layer thickness with
a homogeneously distributed magnetic moment areal density.
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0 T b) c)a) e)remanent
1µm
a) - b) a) + b)
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Figure 2.6: a) MFM-scan of the calibration sample in 0T. b) MFM-scan of the calibration
sample in saturated state. c) Diﬀerence of panels a) and b). d) Sum of panels a) and b).
The frequency shift images are displayed with the same color-scale of -3 to 3Hz given on
the right of the ﬁgure.
Therefore, apart from the topography-induced frequency shift ∆ftopo, the mag-
netic frequency shift ∆fmag in Fig. 2.6 a) consists of ∆fdom from the magnetic
domains and ∆fbgnd from a magnetic background.
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Figure 2.7 illustrates the frequency shift arising from the magnetic domains
∆fdom, the topography ∆ftopo, and the magnetic background ∆fbgnd. For a sample
in (as-grown or demagnetized) multi-domain state with the tip magnetization up,
the up (attractive) and down (repulsive) magnetic domains contribute negative
and positive frequency shifts [panel a)], respectively. The topography-induced
frequency shift [panel b)] is in general negative due to the attractive nature of the
van der Waals and capacitive interactions. The magnetic background leads to a
small variation of ∆fbgnd around 0Hz [panel c)].
a)
x
x
b)
c)
x
topography
magnetic 
background
d)
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∆ftopo
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f)
x
∆fbgnd
magnetic
domains
topography
magnetic 
background
∆fdom ∆fdom
∆ftopo
∆fbgnd
remanenttip tip
Figure 2.7: Cartoons illustrating the frequency shift arising from a) d) the magnetic
domains ∆fdom, b) e) the topography ∆ftopo, and c) f) the magnetic background ∆fbgnd.
The sample is in as-grown or demagnetized multi-domain state in the left column, and in
saturated or remanent (one-domain) state in the right column where the frequency shift
is illustrated in dotted lines if altered and in solid lines if unaltered.
For a sample in the saturated (or single-domain remanent) state [right column
of Fig. 2.7], the magnetization is up over the entire sample, hence ∆fdom = 0
[panel a)]. The topography-induced frequency shift [panel e)] is the same as that
of panel b). The sign of the magnetic background-induced frequency shift ∆fbgnd
is ﬂipped within the previously existent repulsive domains [dashed lines in panel f)]
while it remains the same as that of panel c) within the other domains [solid lines
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in panel f)].
These three main contributions to the measured frequency shift, i.e. topography,
magnetic domains, and magnetic background, are summarized in Table 2.1, for
diﬀerent sample and tip states. Positions A and B are marked in Fig. 2.6 a).
As alluded to previously, the topography-induced frequency shift is in general
negative, and it stays the same in cases 1 through 6. The magnetic interaction is
attractive if the magnetizations of the tip and the sample are parallel and repulsive
if anti-parallel.
Case Sample state
Tip
state
Sample
region
Magneti-
zation
Contributions to ∆f
∆ftopo ∆fdom ∆fbgnd
1
multi-domain
state
up
A up +1 +1 +1
2 B down +1 +1 +1
3
down
A up +1 −1 −1
4 B down +1 −1 −1
5 one-domain
state
up
A up +1
0
+1
6 B up +1 −1
Table 2.1: Contributions to measured frequency shift for diﬀerent tip and sample con-
ditions. The regions A and B are marked in Fig. 2.6 a), representing the areas at
the location of the up and down domains, respectively. The ∆ftopo , ∆fdom , and
∆fbgnd contribute to the measured ∆f multiplied with the sign indicated in the ta-
ble for each case (+1, -1 or 0). For example, the measured total frequency shift is
∆f = ∆fdom + ∆ftopo + ∆fbgnd for cases 1 and 2.
For a sample in a multi-domain state (as-grown or demagnetized state, cases
1-4), the frequency shifts arising from the domains ∆fdom and from the magnetic
background ∆fbgnd change their signs if the tip magnetization is ﬂipped [compare
states 3 to 1, and 4 to 2].
The sample is in a one-domain state (saturated or remanent state, cases 5-6) af-
ter applying an up magnetic ﬁeld H above its coercive ﬁeld. The domain-induced
frequency shift ∆fdom vanishes. The frequency shift arising from the magnetic
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background changes its sign in regions where down domains existed previously
(case 6), and stays the same in regions where previously the domain was magne-
tized up (case 5).
As a result, the topography-induced frequency shift can be obtained from the
half-sum of the MFM data measured in zero ﬁeld with up and down tip magne-
tizations (see Table 2.1, sum of cases 1 and 3 for up domains, and cases 2 and 4
for down domains). Further, the contribution from the magnetic background can
be separated from the MFM data measured on the sample in the remanent state
(cases 5 and 6 in Table 2.1) by subtracting the topography from it.
Figure 2.8 depicts the frequency shift ∆f measured on the calibration sample
in zero ﬁeld with up [Fig. 2.8 a)] and down [Fig. 2.8 b)] tip magnetization and
in remanent state after saturating the sample with an applied ﬁeld of 500mT in
the up direction [Fig. 2.8 d)]. The non-magnetic contribution to the measured
frequency shift arising from the sample topography induced spatial variation of
the van der Waals force can be calcualted from the half-sum of Figs. 2.8 a) and b).
Apart from the a granular variation of the frequency shift, a pattern of faint lines
reminiscent of the domain walls is visible in Fig. 2.8 c). We attribute these e.g. to
a small change of the domain wall magnetization distribution in the ﬁeld of the tip
or conversely to a (reversible) modiﬁcation of the tip magnetization structure in
enhanced ﬁeld at the location of the domain wall. Before the MFM data acquired
with diﬀerent tip magnetizations or in diﬀerent applied ﬁelds can be compared or
used for pixel-wise linear combinations, images must be aligned and mutual image
distortions must be minimized. Here we use a simple phase correlation method
[27] for the alignment of diﬀerent images.
For the sample in remanent state [Fig. 2.8 d)], the magnetic background [Fig. 2.8 e)]
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Figure 2.8: a) and b) MFM images acquired in 0T with up and down tip magnetizations,
respectively. c) Half-sum of data shown in a) and b), representing the topographic
contribution in ∆f . d) MFM-scan of the calibration sample in saturated state. e)
Diﬀerence of panels d) and c). f) Panel e) multiplied by the inverted domain pattern.
g) h) Diﬀerence of panels a) and c). h) Diﬀerence of panels a) and f). i) Subtracting of
panels a) and f) from panel a). The frequency shift images are displayed with the same
color-scale of -3 to 3Hz given on the bottom right of the ﬁgure.
is obtained by subtracting the topography [panel c)] from it. Figure 2.8 e) shows
small variations of frequency shift in both domains, which is illustrated as the
solid blue line in Fig. 2.6 c)]. To obtain the magnetic background for the sam-
ple in the multi-domain state [Fig. 2.8 a)], Fig. 2.8 e) is multiplied pixels-wise by
the inverted binary domain pattern [Fig. 2.5 b)]. The resulting image, i.e. the
frequency shift arising from the magnetic background, is displayed in Fig. 2.8 f).
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Note that the faint lines of Fig. 2.8 e) are masked out before the multiplication.
The topography [Fig. 2.8 c)] and magnetic background [Fig. 2.8 f)] are subtracted
from the measured frequency shift image [Fig. 2.8 a)], resulting in Figs. 2.8 g)
and h), respectively. They appear smoother than Fig. 2.8 a), but still contain
some granularity within the domains. The frequency shift arising solely from the
magnetic domains, i.e. excluding the contribution from topography and magnetic
background, is depicted in Fig. 2.8 h). This is the MFM data to be used in
Eq. 2.10 for the tip calibration, since the corresponding stray ﬁeld derivative can
be calculated for it (Section 2.2.1.1).
2.2.1.3 Obtaining the transfer function TF (k)
The TF can be obtained from the division of the frequency shift by the eﬀective
stray ﬁeld derivative [Eq. 2.10]. However, this division is an ill-posed problem,
because the denominator (i.e. the eﬀective stray ﬁeld derivative) can be very small
especially for short spatial wavelengths [see Section 2.1.1.2] and in the presence
of noise. Therefore, the Tikhonov regularization method [28, 29, 30] is used to
determine the transfer function:
TF (k) ≈ ∆fˆ subtrmag (k) ·
dHˆ
A1
n (k,z)
dn
∣∣∣
eff
δ +
∣∣∣dHˆA1n (k,z)dn ∣∣∣
eff
∣∣∣2 , (2.12)
where the Tikhonov parameter δ deﬁnes a penalty for diverging solutions, ef-
fectively limiting the amplitudes of the TF when the stray ﬁeld derivatives are
smallest, normally at small spatial wavelengths.
Figure 2.9 depicts the decay of the transfer function amplitude with decreasing
spatial wavelength λ and its dependence on the Tikhonov parameter δ. Higher
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values of δ give rise to a smoother transfer function (green and purple lines in
Fig. 2.9), but the TF is accordingly reduced for small spatial wavelengths. Smaller
values of δ lead to transfer functions of higher amplitudes, especially at small
wavelengths, but also allow more noise at those wavelengths (kinks in the blue
and red lines in Fig. 2.9). Recall that MFM images are 3 µm×3µm sized with
256×256 pixels, so the minimally measurable wavelength λmin can be estimated as
twice the pixel resolution, i.e. 23.4 nm. In practice, λmin is usually larger due to the
noise in the measured data. Based on Fig. 2.9, we deem the transfer function noise
to be tolerable for wavelengths larger than 33 nm, and so λmin is set to be 33 nm.
The best choice for the Tikhonov parameter is the highest value that does not have
a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the transfer function in the range of signal wavelength
λ > λmin [25]. In practice, this means that the numerical noise is suppressed
suﬃciently for the MFM contrast to be simulated with the correct amplitude and
no artifact for λ > λmin. In our case, δ = 1016 gives an accurate transfer function
for wavelengths larger than λmin = 33nm.
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Figure 2.9: The dependence of the transfer function on spatial wavelength for diﬀerent
Tikhonov parematers, where δ = 1016 gives the optimal TF .
The transfer function in real space for a Tikhonov parameter δ = 1016 is depicted
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in Figs. 2.10. We will use this transfer function to accurately model magnetization
features corresponding to wavelengths larger than λmin = 33nm, i.e. sizes down
to 16.5 nm.
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Figure 2.10: The transfer function in real space.
2.2.2 Modeling of the MFM data
Once the transfer function is determined (the tip is calibrated), it can be used
to calculate a frequency shift pattern from the stray ﬁeld pattern arising from a
model magnetization pattern. This allows to test the matching of diﬀerent model
magnetization structures quantitatively. Conversely the stray ﬁeld at diﬀerent
distances z from the sample surface can be deconvolved from measured frequency
shift data, providing quantitative values of the ﬁeld, rather than the frequency
shift.
2.2.2.1 Simulation of the MFM frequency shift image
To provide an example of the comparison between experiment [Fig. 2.11 a)] and
simulation [Fig. 2.11 b)], Fig. 2.11 c) shows the diﬀerence of the simulated and the
measured magnetic frequency shift. The simulated frequency shift was calculated
[see Eq. 2.10] from the eﬀective stray ﬁeld derivative dHn
dn
[Fig. 2.5 d)] and the
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transfer function for a Tikhonov parameter δ = 1016 [Fig. 2.9].
1µm
simulateda) b)df1,mag.dom. b) - a)c)
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Figure 2.11: a) Domain-induced frequency shift image ∆fdom [already shown in
Fig. 2.8 i)]. b) Simulated frequency shift image. c) Diﬀerence image of b) - a).
In the diﬀerence image [Fig. 2.11 c), where 10 pixels on each of the 4 edges are
cut oﬀ], the frequency shift inside both the up and down domains are close to
zero, while the main contrast arises from the domain walls due to the mismatch
between the estimated and the actual domain wall width. This shows that the
domain-induced frequency shift [Fig. 2.11 a)] can be simulated with the correct
magnitude.
2.2.2.2 Recovery of the sample magnetization
The magnetization patternMavgz can be deconvolved from the frequency shift with:
Mˆavgz (k) =
∆fˆmeas(k)
TF (k) · α(k) · (1− e−kd)
(
1
A1
LCF (k, η)I1(z˜)
)−1
, (2.13)
where d is the magnetic layer thickness, A1 is the ﬁrst mode oscillation amplitude
of the cantilever, I1(z˜) is the Bessel function, LCF (k, η) deﬁnes the canted tip
oscillation path, and α(k) is a wavelength dependent distance loss factor taking
into account the distance from the tip to the magnetic layer(s).
There are generally two major diﬃculties for the recovery of the sample mag-
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netization. Firstly, because of the distance loss factor e−kz and the thickness loss
factor (1− e−kd) (see Section 2.1.1.2), the stray ﬁeld is suppressed for large spatial
wavelengths, and thus the frequency shift in the middle of (large) domains may be
pushed below the measurement noise. Practically, the k-amplitudes of the noise
will be ampliﬁed by the inverse distance loss at exponential rates, particularly for
the small wavelengths. Secondly, the transfer function TF (k) is more noisy at
shorter wavelengths. This noise also enters the division (Eq. 2.13) which would
give rise to artifacts in the deconvolved magnetization. To limit these problems, we
implement a cutoﬀ frequency klimit deﬁned as 1/klimit = λmin, where λmin = 33nm.
Recall that the transfer function is calculated with a multilayer calibration sam-
ple. Because we ascribe the stray ﬁeld to one same magnetization pattern on each
of the discrete Co layers in the multilayer, the transfer function must account for
as many diﬀerent distance loss factors. These space propagators can be lumped
together in a single factor which is implicit in TF . When using the TF to simu-
late single layers, that propagator factor needs to be removed. Consequently, the
transfer function obtained in Section 2.2.1.3 cannot be used directly to recover
the magnetization of our multilayer calibration sample, because its 5 Co layers
are located at diﬀerent distances from the surface [see Fig. 2.4] but these distance
losses are not contained in Eq. 2.13. To address this problem, an eﬀective transfer
function, equivalent to the propagation of the tip stray ﬁeld to the positions of
each of the 5 Co layers, is calculated. This propagated transfer function is then
used to recover the magnetization of the multilayer.
Figure 2.12 shows the propagated transfer function for δ=15, and the TF with
cutoﬀ frequency klimit.
Figure 2.13 a) and b) depict the model magnetization pattern for the calibration
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Figure 2.12: The dependence of the propagated transfer function on spatial wavelength
for δ = 1016 (blue solid line). The red dashed line is the TF with cutoﬀ frequency klimit,
where 1/klimit = 33nm.
sample in remanent state [previously shown in Fig. 2.5 c)] and the deconvolved
magnetization pattern. For comparison, the diﬀerence of Figs. 2.13 a) and b) is
displayed in Fig. 2.13 c). It can be seen that the magnitude of the deconvolved
magnetization is slightly higher than that from the model magnetization. This can
be attributed to cutting oﬀ the high frequency components of the transfer function
(red dashed line in Fig. 2.12).
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Figure 2.13: Magnetization patternM for the calibration sample, displayed with the scale
of -110000 to 110000A/m. a) Model magnetization pattern. b) Deconvolved M in zero
ﬁeld.
The tip whose calibration has been carried out to furnish TF , is used for the
MFM measurements on the TbFe-based samples, and therefore the transfer func-
tion TF is employed for the modeling of the MFM data in Chapters 4 and 5.
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2.3 Low-temperature MFM system (LT-MFM) instrumen-
tation
2.3.1 System description
A home-built ultra-high vacuum (UHV) low-temperature MFM system (LT-MFM),
designed and built by Prof. Hug in 1998 [31], is used for the MFM experiments
performed in this thesis. The LT-MFM system was transferred from a lab at the
University of Basel to Empa, updated and re-installed at the beginning of my thesis
work. Furthermore, a new control system was implemented and a control software
Scanit was designed in collaboration with the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) and
implemented by Semafor Informatik und Energie AG1 .
A picture of the LT-MFM system is displayed in Fig. 2.14. The scanning
force microscope is located in an UHV chamber with base pressure of about
1×10−10 mbar. An external ﬁeld perpendicular to sample surface, up to 7 T, can
be applied by means of a superconducting solenoid located inside the cryostat.
The LT-MFM system consists of two UHV chambers and a load-lock system.
The vacuum chamber on the right, the so-called preparation chamber, allows the
in-situ preparation of samples and cantilevers. For the work presented in this
theis, the preparation chamber was only used for the transport of the sample and
cantilever holders, because all cantilevers and samples were prepared in an sep-
arate UHV sputter deposition system (see Sections 2.4 and 2.5). A manipulator
transports the sample and cantilever holders between the load-lock chamber and
the scanning force microscope chamber (main chamber). Typically, many samples
and cantilevers are kept in the main chamber on storage carousels. A VG me-
1Sperrstrasse 104 B, CH - 4057 Basel Tel. +4161 690 98 88, Fax. +4161 690 98 80, Email
info@semafor.ch
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Figure 2.14: Image of the LT-MFM system in which the MFM scans and some tip/sample
preparations were performed, with some of the main components labeled.
chanical hand manipulator was used for the transfer of a selected sample and/or
cantilever holder(s) to the microscope. While the mounting of the sample holder
is a comparatively easy task, that of the cantilever is challenging. The cantilever
holder has to be pushed until it snaps into a mechanically deﬁned position such
that the cantilever becomes located above the cleaved end of an optical mono-
mode ﬁber. While the relative position of the cantilever holder and ﬁber is deﬁned
by a kinematic mount, the position of the cantilever on the cantilever holder must
be pre-adjusted outside the instrument on a dummy-stage which replicates the
relative position of the ﬁber and cantilever holder of the instrument. The details
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of cantilever mounting are given in the following pages.
Once both the sample and tip are placed inside the microscope, the tip is ap-
proached under visual control at a suitable position above the sample (about 50 um
away). This is done by the xyz-piezo positioners of the microscope. The ﬁnal ap-
proach is performed remotely without optical surveillance, once the microscope has
been lowered into the cryostat using the bellow system (Fig. 2.14). At that point
the microscope is located in the center of a superconducting solenoid that allows
the application of magnetic ﬁelds of up to 7T. After lowering the microscope, it
takes typically several hours until the target temperature (in this thesis 10.5K) is
obtained.
2.3.2 Cantilever and sample mounting
The cantilever deﬂection in a SFM is often measured by a position sensitive pho-
todetector (PSD) or a ﬁber-based interferometer system. The schematics of both
systems are depicted in Fig. 2.15. In our LT-MFM system, an interferometer optic
deﬂection sensor is used because it obtains a high deﬂection sensitivity, and only
the end of a cleaved ﬁber but no PSD or electronic components are located inside
the microscope at low temperature. However, the cantilever-ﬁber interferometer
system requires that the cantilever is positioned very close to the ﬁber and aligned
to its core with high precision.
A good deﬂection sensitivity is obtained if the cantilever is parallel to the cleaved
ﬁber end surface at a distance not exceeding 20 µm [Fig. 2.16 c)]. Because a ﬁber-
to-cantilever piezo-motor positioning system could not be implemented in 1993
when the instrument was designed [32], the positioning of the cantilever to the
ﬁber is performed outside the vacuum system on a dummy stage that replicates
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Figure 2.15: Schematics of cantilever with sharp tip in close proximity to sample surface.
a) Cantilever deﬂection measured by PSD. b) Cantilever deﬂection measured by ﬁber-
based interferometer system.
the setup of the kinematic cantilever holder mount of the SFM. The alignment
procedure is:
1. The cantilever is clamped onto the cantilever holder by the spring that presses
it against the body of the holder;
2. The cantilever holder is then inserted into the receiver on top of the dummy
stage highlighted by the yellow circle in [Fig. 2.16 a)];
3. The ﬁne adjustment of cantilever position with respect to the ﬁber is achieved
by moving the cantilever chip carefully with tweezers for lateral alignment
and by tuning the 3 mounting crews in the cantilever holder for vertical
alignment. With some practice I was able to manually align the cantilever
to the ﬁber core with a precision of about 5-10 µm;
4. The properly adjusted cantilever is glued with silver epoxy, cured on a heat-
ing plate for one hour at 100 ◦C, and then the clamping spring on the holder
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Figure 2.16: a) The dummy stage used to align the cantilever to the ﬁber. b) Magnetic
force microscope raised from the bottom of the cryostat to the SFM chamber. The
microscope which is spring-suspended can be ﬁrmly ﬁxed between two clamps for a
successive cantilever or sample holder exchange. These holders are inserted with a VG
mechanical hand manipulator. c) Side view of a cantilever aligned to the end of the
optical ﬁber. d) Front view of the aligned cantilever.
is removed.
Following this procedure, the cantilever holder is introduced into the UHV system
[see Fig. 2.16 b)].
Samples are typically glued onto CuBe 14mm×10mm sized plates that are
mounted onto the sample holder by 4 screws. UHV compatible silver epoxy is
usually used to ﬁx the sample to the CuBe plate, by applying moderate amount
of silver epoxy on the sides of the sample. The electrical contact, which is needed
for capacitive tip-sample distance control (see Chapter 3), is realized by bridging
the sample surface and the mounting plate with silver epoxy. The sample holder
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is introduced into the UHV system and mounted onto the microscope in a similar
way to the cantilever holder.
2.3.3 Control system hard- and software
A block diagram of the electronic control system used for all experiments in this
thesis is depicted in Fig. 2.17. The system consists of a PC running the Scanit and
ZI software, a real-time National Instruments (NI ) rack, a high-voltage ampliﬁer
(HVA), a piezo motor controller (PMC), and a Zurich Instrument (ZI ) lock-in
ampliﬁer system. The background color is blue and red for hard- and software
part of the control system, respectively. The red and blue lines are the cables for
digital and analog signals, and the black lines illustrate the logic connections of
processing unit and data ﬂow.
The NI rack contains two ﬁeld-programmable gate array (FPGA) cards with
8 digital-to-analog converters (DACs) and 8 analog-to-digital converters (ADCs)
each [middle upper blue block in Fig. 2.17], a NanoScan piezo motor controller
(PMC) card that was later replaced by an external PMC controller built by Michael
Steinacher at the University of Basel electronic workshop2, and a NI real-time
PC. The real-time PC runs the real-time part of the Scanit software [red block
in Fig. 2.17]. Further components are the high-voltage ampliﬁer (HVA) [right
blue block in Fig. 2.17] used to drive the xyz- and w-piezos of the SFM, and
an interferometer system used to measure the cantilever deﬂection [bottom in
Fig. 2.17].
The PC [left blue block in Fig. 2.17] is connected to the NI real-time PC and
the HVA via a local Ethernet, and to the ZI system [middle lower blue block in
2Departement of Physics, University of Basel, Klingelbergstrasse 82, 4056 Basel, Switzerland
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Figure 2.17: Block diagram of the electronic control system used for the MFM experi-
ments in this thesis.44
Fig. 2.17] via USB. The Ethernet and USB connections transmit control signals
and measurement data. The DACs are used to send analog xyz- and w-scan
and oﬀset signals to the HVA, and apply a dc-sample-bias added to the ac-bias
modulation provided by the ZI system. The adding is implemented with the
diﬀerential output 2 of the ZI. The ZI output 1 is used to drive the excitation
piezo of the cantilever. A PLL and a PI feedback of the ZI are used to track the
cantilever's resonance frequency and to keep its oscillation amplitude constant.
Changes of the ﬁrst mode quality factor are thus compensated with an appropriate
adjustment of the driving voltage from ZI output 1. For the tip-sample distance
control, an oscillating tip-sample bias from ZI output 2 modulates the ﬁrst ﬂexural
resonance while a dc-bias which zeros the tip-sample CPD is also added to ZI
output 2. The schematics, working principle, and advantages of this operation
mode suitable for high-ﬁeld MFM operation under vacuum conditions is discussed
in detail in Fig. 3.2 in Chapter 3.
The 6 lock-in ampliﬁers incorporated in ZI enable the simultaneous reading of
digital signals of 6 diﬀerent frequencies [Fig. 2.18], allowing the implementation
of multi-modal measurement techniques. One such technique is the Frequency-
Modulated Capacitive Tip-Sample Distance Control described in Chapter 3.
The ZI control software provides functionalities such as amplitude feedback
to keep the cantilever's ﬁrst mode oscillation amplitude A0 constant [panel b)],
frequency Sweeper for cantilever resonance frequency sweeping [panel c)], and
Auxiliary Outputs which are connected to NI for real-time signal processing
[panel d)].
The PC, the NI real-time PC, and the gain/oﬀset control of the NanoScan HVA
are controlled by the Scanit software. Since Scanit was developed during my thesis
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Figure 2.18: Image for Zurich Instrument Control window.
work, a major task was the implementation and debugging of the software and the
control system. For this reason the main software features shall be reviewed brieﬂy
here.
The main panel of the control software Scanit is displayed in Fig. 2.19. The
output channels of NI can be read from the General Control. The tip-sample
CPD can be determined and compensated by the Bias Sweep window (see bottom
right panel). Kelvin potential force microscopy (KPFM) can be implemented via
ZI, which adds both an ac-bias component to measure the local contact potential
and a dc-potential to compensate it. The Kelvin-feedback is thus running on
the ZI. For z-feedback which is performed on the real-time PC inside the NI
rack, diﬀerent analog input signals (e.g. ∆f , A2fac) can be selected by the Scanit
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Connections Settings
Figure 2.19: Image for the main window of Scanit.
software. For each input channel, a feedback parameter-set (consisting of the
setpoint, the proportional gain P, and the integral gain I) can be deﬁned and
remains stored even if the input channel of the feedback is changed. The w-
Feedback (also running on the real-time PC) is used to keep the ﬁber position
exactly at the mid-position between constructive and destructive interference, i.e.
at the point of maximum interferometer sensitivity. The optimal w-position and
the interferometer sensitivity (in nm/V) are determined by a calibration procedure
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via the Interferometer Calibration accessible from the drop-down menu of Tools
(bottom left panel).
Go to another menu by a simple click
Image Channels
Image View
Line View
xy-offset
z-offset
Figure 2.20: Image for the Scan Control window of Scanit.
The Scan Control allows diﬀerent Scan Types and the entry of scan parame-
ters, as shown in Fig. 2.20. Both Image View and Line view are available. The
displayed channels and pixel resolution can be adjusted easily (see bottom and
right panels). The deﬁnition of the DAC outputs and ADC inputs and their volt
to real-world physical units is performed with the Connections window. Once
the inputs are deﬁned, the data to be stored while scanning can be selected in
the panel Image Channels (see inset). The four auxiliary output channels of ZI,
i.e. ∆f , A0, Aexc, A2fac , are usually recorded, together with the topography (z-
scanner output in nm), the normal deﬂection (dc bending of cantilever), and the
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probe deﬂection (w-position variation). Further ZI digital data channels are out-
put through the USB line. A timing signal on its digital outputs is transmitted in
real-time to the digital input/output (DIO) ports of the NI real-time PC, together
with the measured digital signals through the USB to the PC. These timing signals
later allow the PC to decompose the non-real-time digital data stream received
through the USB into the pixels of an image recorded on the PC.
2.3.4 Handling of drift and piezo creep issues
For the separation of magnetic and topographical contributions to the MFM image
contrast, and for the study of the evolution of the micromagnetic sample state
with applied ﬁeld, successively acquired images need to be aligned. Such a post-
acquisition data alignment can in principle be used to compensate slow linear
drifts, but image distortions arising from creep that depend on the scan history or
drift that changes signiﬁcantly over time remain diﬃcult to correct.
To allow a post-acquisition point-by-point alignment of diﬀerent images, a mea-
surement procedure was developed that leads to a reproducible drift- and creep-
induced image distortion: the images are scanned in the Bounce and Contin-
uous mode, i.e. scanning is continuous, and the scan direction is reversed after
each completed scan [see Fig. 2.20]. The time for the down scan can then be
used to change the applied magnetic ﬁeld. A 3 µm×3µm MFM-up-scan with
256×256 pixels and scanned with 1 s per line, for example, takes about 10minutes.
The next up-scan is then acquired with the magnetic ﬁeld ﬁxed at a pre-selected
value. Because the sample is scanned in the bounce mode and the data is al-
ways taken during the up-scan, creep and drift induced image distortions become
reproducible. Thus a post-acquisition point-by-point linear combination or com-
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parison of multiple images becomes possible. We can minimize the eﬀects of piezo
creep and successfully subtract consecutive up-scans (even if they are acquired in
diﬀerent ﬁelds) for data analysis.
Drifts and creep are more evident at elevated temperatures but also present at
low temperatures. For our LT-MFM operated at 10K, it's typically 0.2-0.3 nm/min
in z-axis, i.e. 2-3nm between consecutive images and during the acquisition of
one image, due to magnetostriction, diﬀerent thermal expansion coeﬃcients, etc.
Therefore an active tip-sample distance control is needed, especially when the tip
scans close to sample surface.
2.4 Cantilever preparation
The deposition of the magnetic layer on the tip side and the reﬂective coating on
the backside of the cantilevers was performed in an UHV DC magnetron sputtering
system from AJA International Inc. The typical base pressure prior to deposition
is below 1×10−8 mbar.
In order to achieve a high force gradient sensitivity in MFM measurements, we
utilized uncoated single crystalline silicon cantilevers from Team Nanotec. The
cantilevers have a nominal stiﬀness of 0.7N/m, a typical resonance frequency of
about 50 kHz and an Improved Super Cone (ISC) tip. The length and width of
the cantilever are nominally 225 µm×35 µm.
The tip is made sensitive to magnetic ﬁelds by sputter-coating a 3-10 nm thick Co
layer (ﬂat substrate equivalent) on a 2 nm Ti adhesion layer on the side of the tip
which is facing towards the cantilever support chip [illustrated in Fig. 2.21 a)]. The
Co layer is oxidized in air for about 10minutes to form an anti-ferromagnetic CoO
layer, which helps to stabilize the underlying Co layer due to the anti-ferromagnetic
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Figure 2.21: a) High-aspect ratio tip with magnetic layer deposited on the tip's backside
shown schematically. b) Holding plate for sputter deposition on cantilevers. A total of
5 cantilevers can be mounted and subsequently coated. The tilt angle of cantilevers can
be adjusted by inserting an appropriate wedge below the holding plate. c) Zoomed view
showing a single cantilever ﬁxed by the clamping spring, and the mask for the deposition
of the mirror coating on the cantilever backside. d) Higher magniﬁcation image of c).
exchange coupling between them at low temperature. The coated tip is protected
against further oxidation by 4 nm of Ti layer. For the magnetic layer deposition,
the cantilever is aligned at an angle of about 30◦ with respect to the sputter target,
in order to minimize the thickness of the magnetic layer on the cantilever while
still obtaining a suﬃciently thick magnetic layer on the side of the tip and on the
top of the tip apex. The angle is adjusted by inserting a proper wedge beneath
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the cantilever mounting plate, as shown in Fig. 2.21 b). The cantilever is heated
for one hour at about 120 ◦C in the sputtering chamber to remove the water layer,
then cooled to room temperature for the deposition of the magnetic layer.
A reﬂective layer deposited on the backside of the cantilever increases the signal
at the interferometer and is advantageous. However, to an extent any ﬁlms de-
posited on the back surface of the cantilever degrade the quality factor. Therefore,
only the last 50-100µm towards the free end of the cantilever backside are coated.
This is achieved by a shadow mask as shown in Figs. 2.21 c) and d). We utilized
Pt as a reﬂective layer.
2.5 Sample preparation
2.5.1 Sample growth
The samples presented in this thesis were grown by DC magnetron sputtering at
room temperature in the same UHV sputtering system from AJA International Inc.
used for the coating of MFM cantilevers. The samples were deposited on silicon
(100) substrates with a surface oxidized under ambient conditions. The Argon gas
pressure during sputtering is typically 2µbar. The calibration of the sputter rates
was obtained using X-ray reﬂectometry (XRR) performed on calibration samples
with a nominal layer thickness between 30 and 50 nm.
Table 2.2 summarizes the deposition rates for the targets and sputter powers
used for the samples and cantilevers fabricated in this thesis. For each target, the
uncertainty reﬂects that of the calibration (determined by XRR on ﬁlms of about
40 nm). For Co, Pt, Ti and Tb targets, a ﬁxed power is often used. The TbFe ﬁlm
was co-sputtered from separate Tb and Fe targets. Because our samples are Fe-
rich, diﬀerent compositions are fabricated by operating the Fe target at diﬀerent
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Element Power [W] Rate [Å/s]
Co 15 0.087±0.001
Pt 20 0.238±0.001
Ti 15 0.079±0.001
Tb 15 0.199±0.004
Fe
20 0.076±0.002
40 0.156±0.002
60 0.234±0.002
80 0.312±0.002
Table 2.2: Summary of the deposition rates for the elemental targets used for cantilever
and sample preparation.
powers (rates) while keeping the Tb target at the lowest operational power allowing
stable sputtering conditions.
Small Si substrates of 2.2mm×2.2mm were used for samples to be measured
in LT-MFM and VSM, and larger substrates of 15mm×15mm for RBS, X-ray
diﬀractometry (XRD), XRR, etc. The substrates were heated in vacuum for one
hour at about 120 ◦C to clean the substrates and remove the water layers. The
magnetic layers were deposited at room temperature on a Pt adhesion layer of
5-10 nm, and protected by a Pt capping layer of 3-8.5 nm.
2.5.2 Sample demagnetization
A magnetic thin ﬁlm with a square hysteresis loop can be in a saturated state
(one-domain state) directly after sample deposition. Apart from ﬁelds arising
from local variations of the areal magnetic moment density, the saturated state
does not generate a stray ﬁeld, and hence no (or only little) magnetic signal is
observed in the MFM. Domains were obtained after demagnetizing the sample in
an oscillatory magnetic ﬁeld with an amplitude decaying from 0.8T to 0T. The
ﬁeld can be applied perpendicular or parallel to the sample surface.
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Note that in many thin ﬁlm samples with perpendicular anisotropy the equilib-
rium domain state is deﬁned by an extremely ﬂat energy minimum. Consequently
the absolute minimum is diﬃcult to reach, and diﬀerent demagnetization proce-
dures may generate domain patterns with substantial diﬀerences in the size and
shape of the domains (see also Te-ho Wu [33]). For some samples (particularly
for those with a thin thickness and micron-sized domains), domains with a size
convenient for the tip calibration procedure (see Section 2.2.1) can be obtained by
an appropriate choice of the demagnetization procedure.
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3 Magnetic force microscopy with
frequency-modulated capacitive tip-sample
distance control
This chapter is composed from the text and ﬁgures of the reference [34], published
2018 in New Journal of Physics. Authors of this paper are X. Zhao, J. Schwenk,
A. O. Mandru, M. G. Penedo, M. Bacani, M. A. Marioni, and H. J. Hug.
3.1 Introduction
As alluded to in the introduction, due to the fact that the high spatial frequency
components of the stray ﬁeld decay rapidly with increasing distance from their
source, especially for small spatial wavelengths that are essential for high spatial
resolution, the MFM tip is preferably scanned at small tip-sample distances [35,
36, 37, 18]. Typically, retaining suﬃcient signal to noise at a spatial resolution of
10 nm will require scanning at around 10 nm distance from the surface. At such
proximity to the surface the distance must be actively controlled to avoid drifting
oﬀ the set-point, or collisions with isolated topographical features. Controlling
this small distance is challenging because magnetic and non-magnetic forces act
on the tip simultaneously [38]. Scanning while maintaining a constant frequency
shift would result in a change of tip-sample distance on top of diﬀerent magnetic
domains, as illustrated in Fig. 3.1.
Under ambient conditions, a dual passage method is typically used [38, 39].
In a ﬁrst scan the intermittent contact mode is used to map the topography of
the sample. The latter is then used to scan the magnetic signal with the tip
lifted oﬀ the surface of the sample. A serious drawback of this technique is being
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Figure 3.1: Schematics of tip-sample distance control in AFM (left) and MFM (right).
incompatible with operation under vacuum conditions.
We have recently reported two single-passage operation modes, suitable for op-
eration under vacuum conditions. The ﬁrst method [18] mechanically excites the
cantilever oscillation simultaneously on its ﬁrst and second resonance. Because
the oscillation amplitude of the ﬁrst mode is selected to be more than an order
of magnitude larger than that of the second mode, the frequency shift of the ﬁrst
mode reﬂects the longer-ranged magnetic interactions, while that of the second
mode is dominated by the van der Waals forces. The latter contributes mainly
when the tip is closest to the sample, given its shorter decay-length. Evidently,
the tip must be able to reach close proximity to the surface to map the van der
Waals forces. Consequently, the tip-sample distance feedback speed must be suf-
ﬁciently fast such that the tip can follow the topography on a local scale during
the scan. Such a fast tip-sample distance feedback however increases the noise in
the tip-sample distance and therefore the noise of the measured magnetic signal
that depends on it. Moreover, an operation under constant average tip-sample
distance, often used for quantitative data analysis, is not possible when using this
method.
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The second MFM operation method recently described by our group [19] over-
comes these limitations. Again, the cantilever is excited mechanically on its ﬁrst
resonance to map the magnetic tip-sample interaction via the shift of the ﬁrst
mode resonance frequency. The second oscillation mode is driven electrostatically
using an oscillatory sample bias at half the resonance frequency of the second
mode. This generates an oscillatory electrostatic force acting on the tip on the
second resonance frequency. The second mode amplitude A2 can then be used to
control the tip-sample distance, z. With suﬃciently fast z-feedback parameter, the
tip follows the local topography. Alternatively, the z-feedback parameters can be
kept slow such that the tip follows the local sample surface slope. Data acquired
in this mode facilitates a posteriori quantitative data analysis [26, 40, 41]. The
variation of A2 is a measure of the sample topography and can for example be
used to align images measured in diﬀerent external magnetic ﬁelds [19].
However, as already discussed in ref. [19], a tip-sample distance control based
on the A2-signal would fail if the second mode quality factor Q2 of the cantilever
changed. There are various mechanisms that can aﬀect Q2. We often found that it
increases slightly over time, after the cantilever has been introduced to the vacuum
system. We attribute this behavior to a reduction of the water layer thickness ad-
sorbed on the cantilever. Q2 also changes substantially with the applied magnetic
ﬁeld. Stipe et al. [42] showed strong dissipation for cobalt nanowires fabricated on
cantilevers with force constants in the µN/m-range with a low intrinsic dissipation,
designed for detecting forces on the attonewton scale. Stipe et al. demonstrated
that the dissipation of such cantilevers can change by several orders of magnitude
when magnetic ﬁelds up to 6T were applied at low temperatures. Later results
obtained by Rast et al. [43] looked into the dependence of the frequency shift and
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energy dissipation for diﬀerent hard magnetic particles attached to a cantilever.
The decay of the quality factor for ﬁelds between 0 and 0.5T was found to be in-
versely proportional to the anisotropy constant of the material of the particle, and
proportional to its volume. Diﬀerent from the work of Stipe et al. [42] and Rast
et al. [43], the cantilevers used in MFM (and in most scanning force microscopy
work) are not perpendicular to the surface but subtend a small angle with the
latter, of about 10◦. We usually ﬁnd that the quality factor of such cantilevers
creeps over hours after applying stronger ﬁelds (> 500mT), particularly at lower
temperatures. We attribute this slow and hysteretic variation of the quality factor
over time to the changes of the magnetostriction of the magnetic layer on the can-
tilever as its magnetization rotates out of the plane of the cantilever in increasing
ﬁelds. Furthermore, the magnetization of the tip, or that of the sample, may vary
with the oscillating tip-sample distance at locations over the surface where the
magnetic tip-sample interaction is a strong. There, additional losses of the energy
stored in the cantilever oscillation can take place, which amount to a decrease of
the quality factor [44].
3.2 Method
We present a method by which an accurate distance control becomes possible,
independently from changes of the quality factor. A schematic of the setup is
presented in Fig. 3.2. The cantilever is driven mechanically on the ﬁrst ﬂexural
oscillation mode with a phase-locked loop (PLL) system that tracks changes of
the cantilever resonance frequency ∆f and also keeps the oscillation amplitude A0
constant. Changes of the ﬁrst mode quality factor are thus compensated with an
appropriate adjustment of the driving amplitude. Further, the tip-sample bias Uac
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is oscillated at a frequency fac of a few hundred Hz leading to a modulation of the
cantilever resonance frequency (see green box in Fig. 3.2).
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Figure 3.2: Schematics of the PLL and side bands detection systems required for
frequency-modulated capacitive distance control in high resolution MFM. The ﬁrst PLL
(blue box) mechanically drives the cantilever on its ﬁrst ﬂexural mode, fc, and keeps
the oscillation amplitude at A0. The shift of resonance frequency ∆f(x, y) is a measure
for the magnetic stray ﬁeld of the sample. The z-feedback (z-PI) adjusts the tip-sample
distance to keep the amplitudes of the side-bands at fc + 2fac and fc− 2fac constant. A
measure of the topography is either obtained from the variation of the side-band ampli-
tudes or by the z-feedback output, for slow or fast z-feedback parameters, respectively.
The circuitry used for the control of the tip-sample distance is highlighted by the green
box. Using two additional lock-in ampliﬁers (LIA 2 and LIA 3), the two side band ampli-
tudes at fc +fac and fc−fac can be measured and zeroed by a Kelvin feedback (U (K)dc -PI).
The latter adjusts the applied bias voltage to compensate the contact potential (yellow
box). The setup has been implemented with a Zurich Instruments lock-in ampliﬁer PLL
system HF2LI [45] .
A signal A(t) = A0 · cos(ωct) which is frequency modulated by f(t) = Am ·
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cos(ωmt) can be written as
AFM(t) = A0 · Re
{
eiωcteiβ sinωmt
}
(3.1)
= A0 ·
∞∑
−∞
Jn(β) cos(ωc + nωm)t, (3.2)
where ωc is the carrier frequency, Jn is the n-th Bessel function [46], and β is
the modulation index. The spectrum of the frequency modulated (FM) signal
(equation 3.2) thus contains an inﬁnite number of side-bands even for a single
modulation frequency ωm = 2pifm. The amplitudes of these spectral components
are proportional to the Bessel functions
Jn(β) =
∞∑
k=0
(−1)k(β/2)n+2k
k!(n+ k)!
. (3.3)
For our high resolution MFM work, cantilevers with high-aspect ratio tips with
a radius smaller than 5 nm, and a resonance frequency f0, of the order of 50 kHz,
are used. To minimize the non-magnetic contribution of the tip-sample force, the
contact potential U (K)dc is compensated. We ﬁnd that for an applied bias deviating
500mV from the contact potential, i.e. for U (a)dc = U
(K)
dc ± 500mV, the electrostatic
force gradient-induced frequency shift, ∆fE, remains smaller than 5Hz at a tip-
sample distance of 10 nm [see Fig. 3.3 a)].
For fm = fac = 1 kHz the modulation index β = ∆fE/fm thus remains smaller
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Figure 3.3: a) Frequency shift as a function of the tip-sample distance with zero bias
(black line) and with an applied dc-bias of 500mV (gray line). The blue curve displays the
diﬀerence between these curves and thus measures the contribution of the electrostatic
force arising from a 500mV dc-potential to the frequency shift. The frequency shift
arising from the 500mV ac-potential (green line) can be approximated by taking the
electrostatic force contribution (blue curve) and scaling it to the eﬀective value for the
ac-modulation bias. b) Schematics of the spectrum of a cantilever oscillation frequency
modulated with a bias amplitude Uac = 500mV. Because the electrostatic force contains
components with frequency fac and 2fac, the FM-spectrum shows two groups of side
bands at fc± fac and at fc± 2fac. Higher order side-bands are below the noise ﬂoor and
can therefore be neglected for small modulation indices (see main text). c) Measured
side-band amplitude A2fac as function of tip-sample distance.
than 5 · 10−3. The Bessel functions in equation 3.2 can then be approximated by
J0(β) = 1− β
2
4
+
β4
32
− ... ≈ 1− β
2
4
(3.4)
J1(β) < β, with lim
β→0
J1(β) =
β
2
(3.5)
Jn(β) <
(
β
2
)n
for n > 1, (3.6)
J−n(β) = Jn(β) · (−1)n for n > 0. (3.7)
For β < 10−2, the spectrum of the frequency modulated signal [Fig. 3.3 b)] thus
contains the carrier frequency and two side bands at fc ± fm. The amplitude of
these side bands, A0 · J1(β), is more than β times smaller than that of the carrier
signal A0 (typically 5 nm). Higher order side-bands have correspondingly smaller
amplitudes (see Eq. 3.6) such that, in practice, they are below the noise ﬂoor of
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the deﬂection detector and can be neglected. Note that the side band at fc − fm
has a phase shift of −pi compared to the one at fc + fm (see Eq. 3.7).
The electrostatic force acting on the tip is given by
FE(z, t) =
1
2
∂C(z)
∂z
· [Udc + Uac cos(2pifact)]2
=
1
2
∂C(z)
∂z
· [ U2dc + 2UdcUac cos(2pifact)
+ U2ac cos
2(2pifact)
]
, (3.8)
where Udc = U
(K)
dc + U
(a)
dc is the sum of the contact potential and applied poten-
tial, Uac is the amplitude of the potential modulation, and C(z) is the distance
dependent tip-sample capacitance that in principle can be calculated if the tip
geometry is known [47]. Equation (3.8) shows that FE has a dc-component pro-
portional to U2dc, and components at frequency fac and 2fac. The carrier frequency
can be expressed as fc = f0 + ∆fvdw + ∆fE + ∆fmag, where f0 is the free reso-
nance frequency of the cantilever, ∆fvdw and ∆fE are the frequency shifts arising
from van der Waals and dc-part of the electrostatic force, respectively, and ∆fmag
depends on the magnetic tip-sample interaction. The two ac-components of the
electrostatic force generate two groups of ﬁrst-order side bands at fc ± fac and
fc± 2fac [Fig.Fig. 3.3 b)]. Note that the side bands at fc± 2fac are the ﬁrst order
side bands of a modulation at the frequency 2fac, and not the second order side
bands of a modulation at the frequency fac, because Jn = 0 for n > 1 (see Eq. 3.6).
The amplitudes of the side bands at fc ± 2fac are given by
A2fac ∝ A0 · J1(β) ≈ A0 ·
β
2
, (3.9)
where the approximation is valid for small β. Similar to our previous work [18],
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we use the amplitudes of the second side bands at 2fac for the distance control,
because their amplitudes are independent of Udc, and therefore of the contact
potential diﬀerence. Provided that the tip-sample capacitance and its dependence
on tip-sample distance are known, β can be calculated as
β =
U2ac
4pikc
·
∫ A0
−A0
d2C(z + A0 − q)
dz2
·
√
A20 − q2
2A20
dq︸ ︷︷ ︸,
:=
〈
d2C(z + A0)
dz2
〉+A0
−A0
(3.10)
where kc is the ﬁrst mode force constant of the cantilever. Thus the amplitude
A2fac is a proxy for the tip-sample distance, and can be used for tip-sample distance
control (see the area highlighted by the blue color in Fig. 3.2). Note that as long as
the carrier signal amplitude, i.e. the fundamental mode oscillation of the cantilever
A0, is kept constant by the amplitude feedback, the side-band amplitudes are
independent of changes of the quality factor Q.
The side-band amplitude A2fac as function of the tip-sample distance is plotted
in Fig. 3.3 c). There are two modes of tip-sample distance control, i.e. constant
average distance mode and constant local distance mode. For both modes the
slope of the sample surface is corrected using "Plane Correction" implemented in
Scanit software [Fig. 2.20]. For the constant average distance mode, a slow z-
feedback is used to correct the drift of tip-sample distance due to piezo drift and
uncompensated sample plane slope. The slow feedback speed has the advantage
that minimal noise is added to the MFM ∆f signal. For the constant local distance
mode, a fast z-feedback is used to rapidly adjust z-output to follow the local
topography of the sample surface. The limited signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of A2fac
signal makes it not an ideal feedback parameter in this case.
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3.3 Results
In order to test the performance of frequency-modulated capacitive distance con-
trol method discussed in section 3.2, we used a low temperature magnetic force mi-
croscope operated in UHV [48]. The system contains a superconducting solenoid
magnet that can provide magnetic ﬁelds up to 7T. As already mentioned in Sec-
tion 2.4], we utilized uncoated silicon cantilevers from Team Nanotech GmbH with
resonance frequency of about 50 kHz and nominal stiﬀness of 0.7 N/m. The can-
tilever backside was coated with Pt to increase the optical reﬂectivity and signal-
to-noise ratio of our ﬁber-optical interferometer system. The sharp high-aspect
ratio tip was made sensitive to magnetic stray ﬁelds with a coating of 2 nm Ti and
6.5 nm Co (nominal thickness) coated on the back side of the tip at an angle of
about 30◦ with respect to the cantilever surface. The sputter deposition for can-
tilevers and samples (described in the following two subsections) was performed in
a UHV DC magnetron sputtering system from AJA International Inc. The typical
base pressure prior to deposition is 1×10−8 mbar or better.
3.3.1 Magnetic force microscopy in the case of strong tip-
sample interaction
The frequency shift contrast in magnetic force microscopy arises from the inter-
action of the tip magnetization with the stray ﬁeld of the sample or, conversely,
from that of the tip stray ﬁeld with the magnetization of the sample [49]. It is
convenient to use low enough magnetic moment tips with high magnetic coercivity
such that to a good approximation, neither tip nor sample magnetization is signif-
icantly aﬀected by their proximity. The MFM contrast can then be calculated as
a convolution of the tip magnetization with the gradient of the sample stray ﬁeld
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and methods for a quantitative analysis of the measured frequency shift data can
be applied [22, 26].
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Figure 3.4: a) and d) MFM images recorded with a fast and slow feedback of the funda-
mental oscillation mode amplitude A0, respectively. The strong tip-sample interaction
near the domain walls (e.g. at the yellow ellipses) leads to changes of tip/sample magne-
tization that lower the quality factor of the cantilever. b) For a suﬃciently fast amplitude
feedback, A0 remains constant within ±5 pm around the setpoint of 10 nm. c) The sum of
the side band amplitudes then reﬂects local variations of the tip-sample distance arising
from the topography of the sample. e) For a slow amplitude feedback, the amplitude A0
is signiﬁcantly smaller at the locations with lower Q. f) The side band amplitudes are
also aﬀected by the variations of A0.
Here we designed an experiment where the tip scans over a sample whose do-
mains generate a stray ﬁeld that is strong enough to aﬀect the micromagnetic
state of the tip near some of the domain walls. Energy dissipation of the oscillat-
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ing cantilever can therefore occur, leading to an increase of the amplitude of the
cantilever excitation Aexc if the micromagnetic state switches periodically between
two states over an oscillation period of the cantilever; in this case Q2 will have
changed. We used a magnetic multilayer sample that exhibits perpendicular mag-
netic anisotropy, speciﬁcally (Siox/Pt(5nm)[Co(0.4nm)/Pt(0.7nm)]15/Pt(2nm)) [50].
The sample was DC magnetron sputtered at room temperature in a 2µbar Ar at-
mosphere onto a naturally oxidized Si substrate. The deposition rates of Co and
Pt were 0.09Å/s and 0.24Å/s, respectively.
Figs. 3.4 a) and d) depict MFM frequency shift data obtained with a fast and
slow speed of the amplitude feedback (A-PI in the blue box of Fig. 3.2). The
yellow ellipses highlight some of the areas of the domain walls where instabilities
of the micromagnetic state of the tip occur. Figures 3.4 b), e) and Figs. 3.4 c), f)
compare the fundamental mode oscillation amplitude A0 of the cantilever (nomi-
nally 10 nm) and the sum of the amplitudes of the (second) side bands at fc±2fac,
respectively; the actual fc is the fundamental mode resonance frequency of the
cantilever [note that ∆f = f0 − fc is plotted in panels a) and d)]. For a suﬃ-
ciently fast amplitude feedback, the fundamental mode oscillation amplitude A0
[Fig. 3.4 b)] deviates less than ±5 pm from the setpoint value of 10 nm. Then the
sum of the amplitudes of the side bands at fc ± 2fac solely reﬂects topography-
induced changes of the tip-sample distance [granular contrast visible in Fig. 3.4 c)].
This is no longer true for lower speeds of the amplitude feedback. In that case,
A0 deviates signiﬁcantly from its setpoint at the locations over the domain walls
where energy dissipative processes occur [yellow ellipses in Fig. 3.4 e)], leading to a
decrease of A2fac (see Eq. 3.9). For a slow z-feedback, the distance (deﬁned as the
lowest point in an oscillation cycle of the cantilever) becomes larger at locations of
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decreased oscillation amplitude A0, resulting in a further reduction of A2fac ampli-
tude (Eq. 3.9). These eﬀects explain the strong relative contrast highlighted by the
yellow ellipses in Fig. 3.4 f). Clearly, our frequency-modulated capacitive distance
control method is valid even in the presence of energy dissipative processes, as long
as the fundamental mode oscillation amplitude A0 is kept constant.
3.3.2 Magnetic force microscopy in magnetic ﬁelds
Domains have been imaged in magnetic ﬁelds up to a few hundred mT by MFM
already in 1995 by Manalis et al. [51], and by Proksch et al. [52]. Both groups
performed MFM under ambient conditions using lift-mode operation [38, 39] to
control the tip-sample distance.
As alluded to previously, for magnetic force microscopes operated under vacuum
conditions, the high quality factor increases the sensitivity but precludes the use
of the intermittent contact mode for tip-sample distance control. Instead, many
early MFM experiments performed in vacuum used the measured frequency shift
for the distance feedback. Then contours of constant frequency shift were recorded.
Alternatively, slow z-feedback parameters or an additional servo-force generated
by an applied tip-sample bias [13] can be used, such that the tip-sample distance
can be kept small and the tip scans roughly parallel to the average sample slope.
The latter can also be achieved when the z-feedback is stopped and the average
sample slope is compensated [32, 53, 54].
The application of higher magnetic ﬁelds (> 500mT) deﬂects the cantilever, and
changes its resonance frequency substantially [even for the thin magnetic coatings
used here, as can be seen in Fig. 3.7 c)]. Moreover, we have often observed the
resonance frequency to creep over tens of minutes after a change of the applied
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ﬁeld from zero to more than one Tesla. In fact, in order to prevent a crash of the
tip into the surface, the tip is typically retracted from the surface before the ﬁeld
is changed. The tip must then be re-approached to the surface, and the feedback
setpoint must be re-set (if a feedback is used) before further MFM data can be
acquired [55, 56]. This makes reproducible MFM measurements in strong ﬁelds
challenging, and presumably explains why only a few studies on MFM operated
in ﬁelds of several Tesla have been reported to date [57, 58]. Yet such strong
ﬁelds are required, e.g., for the study of samples exhibiting exchange bias eﬀects
[59], or for the analysis of the magnetization behavior of L10-FePt phase recording
materials [60], exchange coupled media, and ferro/ferrimagnetic bilayers exhibiting
giant exchange bias eﬀects [61].
Figure 3.5 shows the dependence of the frequency shift with the tip kept 5 nm
(blue solid line) and several hundred nanometers (red dashed line) from the sample
surface. For both curves ∆f decreases between 0 and 500mT, and increases be-
tween 500mT and 1T, then decreases rapidly from 1 to 2T, then increases slowly
until 7T. The two curves appear almost identical apart from a vertical shift of
about 3Hz, proving that the observed frequency shift arises from the interaction
of the cantilever with the applied ﬁeld, and that the tip-sample interaction can be
neglected.
It is therefore important to quantify the eﬀects from applied ﬁelds and assess the
ability of the present method to compensate for changes of the resonance frequency
and quality factor of the cantilever. We select a high coercivity material system
with perpendicular anisotropy to discuss the MFM performance in applied ﬁelds
up to 7T. Speciﬁcally, we work at 10K on a Siox/Pt(10nm)/TbFe(20nm)/Pt(3nm)
ﬁlm, where the Tb content is 25% (atomic ratio). The TbFe ﬁlm was DC mag-
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Figure 3.5: Measured frequency shift ∆f as function of applied external ﬁeld, for tip kept
5 nm (blue line) and withdrawn (red dashed line) from the sample surface.
netron deposited by co-sputtering from separate Tb and Fe targets, with deposi-
tion rates of 0.20Å/s and 0.22Å/s, respectively. Vibrating sample magnetometry
(VSM) measurements (not shown) that we performed on this sample exhibit a
strong perpendicular magnetic anisotropy and a high coercive ﬁeld of about 5.4T
at 10.5K. The high coercivity allows the study of the domain pattern in ﬁelds of
several Tesla and the comparison of MFM data acquired in diﬀerent ﬁelds.
Figs. 3.6 a) and b) depict MFM data acquired with a side band amplitude
setpoint of 4.5 pm corresponding to a tip-sample distance of z = 5nm in zero ﬁeld
with up and down tip magnetization, respectively.
The tip magnetization was set by the application of a ﬁeld of ±50mT. The
MFM data acquisition was performed with a slow z-feedback that keeps the av-
erage second side-band amplitude thus the average tip-sample distance constant.
The feedback then compensates for distance changes for example arising from the
deﬂection of the cantilever in an applied magnetic ﬁeld or thermal drift, but not for
local variations of the tip-sample distance arising from the topography. The con-
trast arising from a magnetic interaction between the tip and the domains inverts
with the direction of the tip magnetization, but the contrast from topography-
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Figure 3.6: a) and b) MFM images acquired at 0T with up and down tip magnetization,
respectively. The contrast is dominated by the stray ﬁeld of the micron-sized domains,
while faint dark spots are also visible. The latter arises from increased attractive van
der Waals and electrostatic forces caused by a locally reduced tip-sample distance at
protrusions on the surface (see for example the dark spot highlighted by the yellow
arrows). c) and d) MFM images acquired at 4T with opposite tip magnetization. e) and
f) Half-diﬀerence and half-sum of the data shown in a) and b). g), h) and i), j) Half-sums
of the data in the areas highlighted by the solid and dashed squares, from a), b), and c),
d), respectively. k) to n) topography data obtained from the frequency shift data g) to j)
convoluted with the frequency shift versus distance data [see green line in Figure 3.3 a)].
o) and p) Diﬀerences of the data displayed in k), m), and l), n), respectively.
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induced variations of the van der Waals and electrostatic forces appears as small
and faint dark spots independent of the magnetization direction of the tip [e.g. the
dark spot in the dashed black square highlighted by the yellow arrows in Figs. 3.6 a)
and b)]. The electrostatic forces are minimized by the compensation of the contact
potential, but the modulation of ±500mV around the compensation potential gen-
erates an average electrostatic force that depends on the local tip-sample distance.
The frequency shift generated by the 500mV ac-potential [green line in Fig. 3.3 a)]
is about half of that arising from a 500mV dc-potential [blue line in Fig. 3.3 a)],
because the time-averaged electrostatic force is proportional to the square of the
eﬀective value of the 500mV ac-potential. The frequency shift arising from the
capacitive force is roughly equal to that of the van der Waals force.
The magnetic and topographic contributions to the measured contrast can be
disentangled by taking the half-diﬀerence [Fig. 3.6 e)] and half-sum [Fig. 3.6 f)]
of data shown in panels a) and b), respectively. A pattern of extremely faint
lines reminiscent of the domain walls is visible in Fig. 3.6 f). It arises either from
a non-perfect alignment of the data before the summing, or from an extremely
weak change of the magnetization of the tip or sample caused by their magnetic
interactions. Apart from this, the well-visible dark dots arise from the (small)
sample roughness. These topographical contributions to the measured contrast
become better visible when the data is displayed in color [Fig. 3.6 g) and h)], and
at a smaller scale [see areas highlighted by the solid and dashed squares in panels
a), b) and f)].
The topography data obtained from the half sum of 4T data [from the areas
highlighted by the solid and dashed squares in panels c) and d)] is displayed in
Figs. 3.6 i) and j), where the frequency shift oﬀset has been removed. They
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look identical to those obtained from the zero ﬁeld data in Figs. 3.6 g) and h).
Figs. 3.6 k) through n) display the topography (approximately ±1 nm obtained
from the convolution of the frequency shift versus distance data [from the van der
Waals and electrostatic forces displayed in Fig. 3.3 a)] and the topography-induced
frequency shift data [displayed in Figs. 3.6 g) through j)]. To estimate the deviation
of the tip-sample distance between data taken at 0T [Figs. 3.6 a) and b)] and 4T
[Figs. 3.6 c) and d)], the diﬀerences between the data in the panels k) and m), and
l) and n), respectively, are calculated. The results are displayed in panels o) and
p), where the edges are cut-oﬀ due to alignment of images measured in diﬀerent
ﬁelds. The maximum deviation is about ±0.4 nm over the displayed image size of
493 × 493nm2. The RMS deviation is 0.12 nm. Note that the feedback typically
adjusts the sample z-position by about 2-3 nm during the acquisition of one image
(10minutes) to compensate for the z-drift of the instrument. For the acquisition
of the images taken in a ﬁeld of 4T the feedback changes the sample z-position by
14 nm to keep the tip-sample distance constant despite the drift of the instrument
(over 126 minutes), and the bending of the cantilever in the applied ﬁeld. This
demonstrates the robustness of the distance control in applied ﬁelds.
The hysteresis loop of high coercive materials with perpendicular magnetic
anisotropy like amorphous TbFe-alloys can be several Tesla wide whereas the
switching occurs within a few tens of milli-Tesla [62]. Besides allowing the sep-
aration of topographical and magnetic signals, measurements in diﬀerent applied
ﬁelds can be used to analyze a reversal process with a high level of local detail.
Typically, in order to observe domain nucleation and the successive wall motion, a
large number of MFM images must be acquired at small increasing ﬁeld intervals,
such that the diﬀerent steps in the reversal process can be captured. The switching
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ﬁeld would be more conveniently assessed by ramping the magnetic ﬁeld while the
same line is repeatedly scanned. We have already discussed, however, that the ap-
plication of magnetic ﬁeld would lead to additional energy dissipation, deﬂection
of the cantilever and shift of its resonance frequency [42], rendering the method
impractical if the ﬁeld exceeds few hundred mT and the tip-sample distance is to
be maintained nearly constant.
Figure 3.7 a) depicts repeated scans of the red line indicated in Fig. 3.6 a) in a
magnetic ﬁeld that increases from 0 to 7T with 194mT/minute, at a tip-sample
distance of 14.3 nm. As found before [compare Figs. 3.6 a) and c)], the applied
ﬁeld leads to a strong variation of the background frequency shift [Fig. 3.7 c)]
of approximately 30Hz that dominates the 5Hz contrast arising from the mag-
netic forces. Frequency shift of scanlines taken in diﬀerent ﬁelds are displayed
in Fig. 3.7 b). Note that the dependence of the background frequency shift on
the ﬁeld is not monotonic [Fig. 3.7 c)] indicating that the magnetization processes
of the diﬀerent parts of the the magnetic layer on the cantilever and on the tip
contribute to the background frequency shift. The blue curve in Fig. 3.7 d) shows
the excitation amplitude Aexc as a function of the applied ﬁeld B. Interestingly,
the highest dissipation does not occur in the highest ﬁeld but at the relatively
moderate ﬁeld of 299mT, where a ﬁrst local minimum of the frequency shift is
observed [see Fig. 3.7 c)]. The amplitude feedback (A-PI in the blue box shown in
Fig. 3.2) operates suﬃciently fast to keep the deviation of the amplitude from its
setpoint of 5003 pm within less than 1 [red curve in Fig. 3.7 d)]. When the ﬁeld is
increased from 0 to 299mT the z-piezo retracts the sample by about 57 nm [blue
curve in Fig. 3.7 e)] predominantly to compensate the deﬂection of the cantilever
[blue curve in Fig. 3.7 f)]. The speed of the z-feedback is slightly too slow to
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Figure 3.7: a) MFM data acquired at the location of the horizontal line crossing bright
and dark domains in Fig. 3.6 a). b) Scanlines obtained in various magnetic ﬁelds cor-
responding to the horizontal black lines in panel a). c) Background frequency shift, i.e.
the vertical red line in panel a), as a function of the applied ﬁeld. d) Excitation am-
plitude Aexc (blue curve) and cantilever oscillation amplitude A0 (red curve), measured
simultaneously with frequency shift ∆f during the image scan. e) Recorded travel of
the z-piezo and side-band amplitude. f) Measured cantilever deﬂection (blue) and true
z (red) which is deduced from the former and the z-travel.
keep the tip-sample distance constant, so that the measured side-band amplitude
A2fac increases from about 2 pm to 3 pm [red line in Fig. 3.7 e)] corresponding to a
decrease of the tip-sample distance from 13 nm to 8 nm. In principle, we could use
a faster z-feedback, but at the cost of ∆f signal-to-noise ratio. Since there is no
resonance ampliﬁcation of the electrostatic force at the bias oscillation frequencies
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fac or 2fac, and the amplitudes of the side bands are proportional to J1(β) which
is approximately equal to β/2 (see Eq. 3.5). Hence, the side band amplitude and
thus the signal-to-noise ratio remains small. This limits the speed of the z-feedback
such that the tip cannot follow the local topography with an acceptably small error
signal.
A comparison of the cantilever deﬂection [blue curve in Fig. 3.7 f)] with the z-
piezo travel [blue curve in Fig. 3.7 e)] conﬁrms that the z-piezo travel compensates
the ﬁeld-induced cantilever deﬂection to keep the tip-sample distance constant for
ﬁelds below 2T. In the ﬁeld range from 2 to 7T the cantilever deﬂection approaches
a saturation at about +18 nm, while the z-piezo travel becomes proportional to the
applied ﬁeld up to about 6T before a saturation at about -58 nm occurs. Thus the
z-piezo travel is larger than the cantilever deﬂection for ﬁelds above 3T, suggesting
that the ﬁeld also aﬀects the tip-sample distance directly through a deformation
of parts of the microscope. These contributions are disaggregated in Fig. 3.7 f).
We can see that the proposed distance control method is able to provide insight
into the various mechanisms contributing to the energy dissipation, and could
conceivably be used for local characterization of the dissipation processes in thin
magnetic ﬁlms.
3.4 Conclusions
Our results demonstrate that average tip-sample distances in the range between a
few nm and several tens of nm can be kept essentially constant, even during applied
ﬁeld ramps, at least when the height of topographical features does not exceed a
few nm. Provided that the feedback is set to keep the fundamental oscillation
mode amplitude constant, we show that the method is eﬀective also when the
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quality factor of the cantilever unexpectedly changes, so that the distance control
is unaﬀected by dissipative processes. This capability is crucial for the study
of TbFe ferrimagnets and exchange-coupled double layers based on TbFe, as we
describe in the following chapters. More speciﬁcally, this is the basis for a pixel-
by-pixel quantitative comparison of measurements carried out in diﬀerent applied
ﬁelds. Thus local characteristics of the reversal process become accessible.
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4 Amorphous rare earth-transition metal
(RE-TM) ferrimagnetic thin ﬁlm TbFe
4.1 Introduction
The rare earth (RE)-transition metal (TM) alloy ﬁlms are generally ferrimagnetic
due to the antiferromagnetic exchange-coupling between the TM and heavy-RE
atoms [63]. The magnitude of the component RE and TM magnetic moments
of these ferrimagnets depend diﬀerently on temperature. At the compensation
temperature Tcomp, the total magnitudes of the RE and TM magnetic moments are
equal, and the material eﬀectively resembles an ordinary antiferromagnet (AF). At
all other temperatures below the Curie temperature, the opposing moments have
diﬀerent magnitudes and the material has a net magnetization. So by changing
the composition of RE-based amorphous materials, the compensation temperature
and the Curie temperature can be adjusted, and the magnetic properties may be
tailored to device speciﬁcations [64]. A further interesting characteristic of many
types of RE-TM alloys in thin ﬁlm form is that they have perpendicular magnetic
anisotropy (PMA) for various substrates on which they have been grown. This
and a low magnetization result in comparatively large coercivities that make them
interesting systems e.g. for magnetic recording.
The origin for PMA for this material is not established deﬁnitively. While the
compressive strain in sputtered TbFe ﬁlms arising from implantation of neutral Ar
was found to contribute to the PMA, Takagi et al. [3] and Mizoguchi et al. [65]
concluded that atomic-scale structural anisotropy (ASA) or pair-ordering may be
the main source for PMA. The detection of this ASA was made possible only
with the availability of advanced synchrotron-based x-ray methods. Harris et al.
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determined an ASA in amorphous TbFe ﬁlms via the extended x-ray absorption
ﬁne structure (EXAFS) [66]. Using thermal annealing to reduce the strong PMA
obtained after growth, they showed ASA to be the dominant mechanism for the
strong PMA. In 2001 Harris et al. showed that selective resputtering of surface
adatoms during ﬁlm growth induced pair-order anisotropy [67] and linked it to the
PMA.
The industrial interest in the coupling of magnetic layers with diﬀerent prop-
erties (for giant magnetoresistance (GMR), tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR)
sensors, exchange-coupled and perpendicular media) has been a further driving
force for research in this ﬁeld. For example, after the ﬁrst demonstration of 55%
TMR ratio in a GdFeCo and TbFeCo basidesed perpendicular tunnel junction (p-
MTJ) in 2002 [68], there has been growing interest in RE-TM amorphous ﬁlms for
p-MTJ applications [69] [70].
The present chapter focuses on thin amorphous TbFe ﬁlms (sample S1) as a
particular RE-TM system, which we study as the basic component of the exchange-
coupled double layers (ECDLs) (samples S2-S7, see also Section 5.2) with tunable
exchange-coupling and exchange-bias ﬁelds up to 1.1T.
4.2 Sample fabrication, composition, and chemical analysis
We fabricated an amorphous TbFe ﬁlm of 20 nm thickness on silicon (100) sub-
strates with a thermally oxidized layer (Si): Siox/Pt10nm/TbFe20nm/Pt8.5nm. It was
DC magnetron sputtered at room temperature in an UHV AJA Orion sputtering
system with an Argon gas pressure of 2µbar. The substrates were rotated during
deposition to improve sample homogeneity.
The nominal Tb and Fe contents are 25% and 75% (atomic ratio), with de-
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position rates of 0.20Å/s and 0.22Å/s, respectively, at the power level used for
sputtering (15W and 56W respectively). The TbFe ﬁlms were measured by XRD
where no crystalline structures were observed, and thus conﬁrmed to be amor-
phous.
The overall composition of the TbFe thin ﬁlm (S1) was determined by RBS.
The measurements were carried out by Max Doebeli at ETH Zurich1. For sample
S1, the measured atomic ratio of 26.5±1.5% Tb and 73.5±15% Fe is close to our
nominal values achieved by co-sputtering from rate-calibrated separate targets.
The TbFe ﬁlm (sample S1) was investigated by TEM for structural and chemical
analysis. The TEM measurements were carried out by the group of Rolf Erni at
EMPA.
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Figure 4.1: a) TEM image obtained in cross section geometry of sample S1. b) Local
variations of Tb and Fe content measured by STEM-EDX with ﬁeld of view of 9 nm×9 nm.
Figure 4.1 a) depicts the TEM image in cross section geometry of the TbFe
20 nm thin ﬁlm sputtered on Si substrate with Pt adhesion layer and Pt capping
1Otto-Stern-Weg 5, 8093 Zurich, Switzerland
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layer, which were labeled in the ﬁgure. The structure on top of the Pt capping
is deposited by focused ion beam (FIB), as preparation for FIB cut of the TEM
samples. The layer thicknesses of the Pt adhesion layer, the TbFe ﬁlm and the Pt
capping layer were 10 nm, 17 nm and 12 nm, respectively. The Pt adhesion layer
thickness is the same as the nominal value, while the TbFe layer is thinner and the
capping layer is thicker. It is apparent that the Pt cap layer is not as dense as the
Pt adhesion layer, which can account for the thickness of the former. The TbFe
layer thickness can not be determined accurately due to the insuﬃcient deﬁnition of
the upper and lower boundaries of the TbFe layer. This can arise from intermixing
of TbFe with Pt during growth, but can also be due to the FIB preparation of the
sample. Further investigations are planned to clarify the situation.
Figure 4.1 b) shows local variations of Tb and Fe content in Tb25Fe75 measured
with energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX). The color saturation is a measure of
the elemental enrichment. The maps show the complementary nature of Tb-rich
and Fe-rich regions, and both elements exhibit chemically enriched areas with a
characteristic length of about 3 nm. This inhomogeneous distribution of the com-
position of the TbFe ﬁlm was not expected from an amorphous alloy. Interestingly,
the inhomogeneities in TbFe ﬁlm would likely contribute to domain wall pinning,
leading to the high coercivity of the material, according to the extended theory of
domain wall pinning by Paul [71] and the micromagnetic simulation by Suess et
al. [72].
Inhomogeneities in the amorphous ferrimagnetic alloy ﬁlms with RE-TM were re-
cently also reported by other groups. Graves et al. reported in 2013 the nanoscale
spin reversal in a GdFeCo system using ultrafast laser techniques [73], reveal-
ing that amorphous GdFeCo displays nanoscale chemical and magnetic inhomo-
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geneities that aﬀect the spin dynamics. Liu et al. investigated the magnetization
reversal in amorphous TbFeCo thin ﬁlm excited by single femto-second optical
laser pulses [7]. In their sample the switched regions were randomly distributed,
which was attributed to the inhomogeneous chemical nanostructure of the sample.
Oezelt et al. [74] performed micromagnetic simulations of exchange coupled ferri-
/ferromagnetic heterostructures, taking into account varying uniaxial anisotropic
direction and anisotropic constant in the ferrimagnetic TbFe ﬁlm. Hebler et al. [75]
observed a thickness dependence of the TbFe magnetic properties due to growth-
induced redistribution of the orientation of the Tb magnetic moments.
These ﬁndings, taken together with the preliminary STEM-EDX results, indicate
that we could expect the reversal process of TbFe to be dominated by composi-
tional inhomogeneity if the wall is of comparable width. Moreover, the coupling
at the interface with a perpendicular magnetic anisotropic ferromagnet, which was
lack frustration [61], might likewise be inhomogeneous, and thus strongly aﬀect
the reversal process [41, 76].
4.3 Magnetic sample characterization
4.3.1 Magnetometry data
Figure 4.2 a) shows the magnetization loop measured by VSM on the TbFe ﬁlm
(sample S1), for ﬁelds ranging from -7T to 7T applied perpendicular to the sample
surface at 10.5K. The sample exhibits a high coercive ﬁeld of about 6T and strong
perpendicular anisotropy. This is conﬁrmed by the domain-wall-motion leading to
saturation in this ﬁeld range observed by MFM (Fig. 3.7 and Fig. 4.3). In addition,
a strong variation of the measured VSM signal occurs at low ﬁelds [marked in
yellow in Fig. 4.2 a) and b)]. This feature was not expected for our sample which
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has strong PMA and shows no domain-wall-motion even in ﬁelds up to a few
Teslas. Moreover, our MFM results (Fig. 4.3) do not show any major change of
the domain pattern at such low ﬁelds.
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Figure 4.2: Magnetization loops of the TbFe ﬁlm: measured by a) VSM and b) su-
perconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometer, and background
subtracted c) VSM loop and d) SQUID loop.
To investigate the artifacts possibly arising from a paramagnetic signal of our
VSM sample holder, we had the TbFe ﬁlms measured by SQUID magnetometer
at the University of Augsburg. The SQUID loop depicted in Fig. 4.2 b) shows
similar (even more pronounced) changes of the magnetic moment in low ﬁelds.
Comparable low-ﬁeld magnetic moment variations were also observed in SQUID
loops performed on similar TbFe samples grown by our colleagues at the University
of Augsburg, but were absent in XMCD magnetometry loops.
Furthermore, the samples were fabricated with an mask on top allowing only the
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center of the substrate to be coated, which avoids the materials being sputtered
on the sidewalls of the substrates. However, the masks lead to a thinner ﬁlm
at the boundary of the coated area due to shadowing eﬀect. Since the magnetic
properties of TbFe ﬁlms depend strongly on the thickness [75], the thinner ﬁlm at
the boundary can contribute to the low ﬁeld feature in the magnetization loops.
From this we conclude that the low ﬁeld feature is an artifact, thus justi-
ﬁes a background subtraction using a phenomenological correction function a ×
arctan(bH) + c, where H is the applied magnetic ﬁeld. The parameters a, b, and
c are chosen to obtain a ﬂat magnetization behavior in low and in intermediate
ﬁelds. Figures 4.2 c) and d) display the background subtracted VSM and SQUID
magnetometry data, respectively.
A lower bound for the magnetic anisotropy of the TbFe ﬁlm 2.4×106 J/m3 at
10.5K is found from the coercive ﬁeld Hc=6T and the remanent magnetization
MR=2×105 A/m by Kest.u =2MRHc. This value is consistent with the estimated
lower bound for magnetic anisotropy for a ferrimagnetic (Tb23Fe77)40nm ﬁlm from
Romer et al. [61].
In literature [1, 77], the exchange stiﬀness of the TbFe alloy ﬁlms is set to
4×10−12 J/m (at room temperature). Using the Bloch wall width equation δ=
pi
√
Aest./Kest.u [78] and K
est.
u =2.4×106 J/m3, the estimated domain wall width of
the TbFe thin ﬁlm is about 4 nm. It is important to note that this estimated
domain wall width is comparable to the characteristic length of 3 nm of the inho-
mogeneities in TbFe ﬁlm, as shown in the TEM data [Fig. 4.1]. If these inhomo-
geneities have magnetic properties suﬃciently distinct from the rest of the ﬁlm,
strong domain wall pinning would occur, which would explain the high coercivity
of the TbFe ﬁlms.
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4.3.2 MFM data
As the magnetometry results indicate, the TbFe thin ﬁlm has a remarkably high
coercivity. We are interested now in characterizing the micromagnetic state of
the ﬁlm, to obtain a reference for the study of the exchange-coupled double layers
(ECDLs) and to improve our understanding of the mechanisms that can lead to
the high coercivity.
We performed MFM measurements on the TbFe ﬁlm at 10.5K, well below the
compensation temperature Tcomp of 385T (measured by VSM). Then the Tb mo-
ment dominates that of the Fe. The low surface roughness of the samples, of
about ±0.3 nm peak-to-peak measured with a Bruker ICON3 AFM, enables MFM
measurements at constant average tip-sample distance of 7 nm, and thus to obtain
a high lateral resolution (see Section 2.1.2). The cantilever oscillation amplitude
(A1)was kept at 5 nm during the scan. 3 µm×3µm sized images with 256 × 256
pixels were acquired. We utilized silicon cantilevers with a resonance frequency of
59.676 kHz and nominal stiﬀness of 0.7N/m. The tip was coated with 2 nm of Ti
followed by 6.5 nm Co, and a 4 nm Ti cap (nominal thickness).
The cantilever frequency shift changes appreciably when strong ﬁelds are ap-
plied, as shown in Fig. 3.5. The (background) frequency shift arising from the
applied ﬁeld was determined when the tip was retracted from the sample surface,
and later subtracted from MFM data acquired in ﬁeld. Thus data acquired in
diﬀerent external ﬁelds become comparable.
Figures 4.3 a) through o) depict the measured frequency shift ∆f of sample S1
in magnetic ﬁelds from 0 to 6000mT. Large micron-sized domains are observed in
images taken in applied ﬁelds up tp 5000mT. The tip magnetization and applied
magnetic ﬁeldH are up (indicated by the symbol). The up and down domains [as
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marked in Fig. 4.3 a) with  and ⊗, respectively] with magnetization parallel/anti-
parallel to the tip magnetization exert attractive/repulsive forces on the latter,
which in general results in negative/positive frequency shift contrast.
Note that domain wall contrast  not domain contrast  is observed in Fig. 4.3.
The reason is that for thin ﬁlm samples, especially when the tip is very close to the
sample surface (which is the case for our MFM measurements, with a tip-sample
distance z=7nm), the magnitude of the measured frequency shift decreases toward
the center of the domain [see Section 2.1.1.2]. Therefore, the contrast in the middle
of the large domains is very low (close to zero).
The domain walls remained pinned in ﬁelds up to 3T [panels b) through m)]. In
isolated wall locations a motion can be observed at 4T and 5T, as highlighted by
the dashed circles in panels n) and o), respectively. The sample is in a saturated
state in 6T [panel p)]. This is compatible with the switching ﬁeld observed during
MFM data acquisition in ramping ﬁelds [Figs. 3.5 a) and b)]. Further, the MFM
observation agrees with the coercive ﬁelds found in the magnetometry data in
Section 4.3.1.
Overall, it is remarkable how little the domain pattern changes from one ﬁeld
to the next between 0mT and large ﬁelds of up to 5000mT. This is consistent
with the large perpendicular anisotropy found in the material (also in [61]). Most
domains have a size of 1µm or larger, but several features with a much smaller
size (e.g. down to 40 nm) which are visible in the images in Fig. 4.3 remain stable
even in ﬁelds approaching 5000mT. The main change between the images appears
to be a slight contrast increase, especially at the locations of the domain walls [e.g.
compare the areas highlighted by dashed rectangular boxes in panels a) and l)].
In addition to the domains, small dark blue spots are visible throughout the
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Figure 4.3: Measured frequency shift ∆f of 3 µm×3µm MFM-scan on the sample S1.
The color scale of -2.5 to +2.5Hz is the same for all the images, as given on the right
edge of the ﬁgure.
image [examples are highlighted by the black arrows inside the dashed frame in
Figs. 4.3 b) and c)]. They appear at the same locations for all MFM images in
the series of ﬁelds, and are even visible in the saturated image. It indicates that
these may not be of magnetic origin, but arise from a topography-induced spatial
variation of the van der Waals force and capacitive force. Recall that the tip is
scanned at a constant average height. Then small bumps will lead to a locally
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smaller tip-sample distance and hence to a larger attractive van der Waals force.
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Figure 4.4: Frequency shift ∆f over a 3µm×3 µm area. a) and b) MFM images acquired
in 0T with up and down tip magnetization, respectively. c) and d) Half-sum and half-
diﬀerence of the data shown in a) and b), representing the topographic and the magnetic
contribution, respectively. The images are displayed with the same color-scale of -2.5 to
+2.5Hz.
As described in Chapter 3, the topographic and magnetic contributions to the
measured contrast can be disentangled. This is achieved by taking the half-sum
of data acquired with opposite tip polarities in zero ﬁeld [Fig. 4.4 a) and b)].
The resulting data [Fig. 4.4 c)] no longer shows magnetic structures apart from a
pattern of faint lines reminiscent of the domain walls. The cause for this artifact
has already been discussed in Section 2.2.1 for Fig. 2.8 c). The spotty contrast
visible in Fig. 4.4 c) represents the topography-induced variations of the van der
Waals and capacitive contrast. To obtain the magnetic contrast, the half-diﬀerence
of the data shown in Figs. 4.4 a) and b) is calculated, and displayed in Fig. 4.4 d).
The small dark blue spots no longer appear, but many small features (arrows) are
still visible and therefore of magnetic origin.
Apart from the topographical features, the images presented in Fig. 4.3 and
Fig. 4.4 also show (very) weak contrast variations appearing from one (horizontal)
scan-line to the next. See for example the lines highlighted in dashed rectangles
in Fig. 4.4 a) that remain visible in Fig. 4.4 d) [and faintly also in Fig. 4.4 c)]. We
found that these sudden contrast variations result from small power instabilities of
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the laser used for the cantilever deﬂection measurement. These contrast variations
can be removed from the data with a ﬂattening procedure subtracting the average
contrast of each line inside the large up domain.
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Figure 4.5: a)-o) Processed ∆fmag data, representing only the magnetic contrast of
Fig. 4.3a)-o). p) ∆fmag contrast as function of applied external ﬁeld for MFM-scans
on sample S1. The squares are the calculated ∆fmag contrast with the error bars for the
uncertainty of contrast determination, and the dashed line is a guide to the eye.
The ﬁeld-dependent MFM data after the removal of the topography-induced
contrast and the laser-power-instability-induced artifacts is displayed in Fig. 4.5.
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Instead of the image taken in saturation in 6000mT, panel p) displays the measured
MFM contrast as function of the applied ﬁeld, determined by the diﬀerence of
the maximum and the minimum of the MFM data in Fig. 4.5 a)-o). The error
bars account for the electronic control system including the bandwidth-dependent
frequency-control accuracy (of about ±0.1Hz) of the PLL [Fig. 2.17], and the
frequency shift (of about ±0.2Hz) due to possible small uncorrected changes of
tip-sample distance during the image scans [Fig. 3.6]. The ∆fmag contrast increases
gradually from 0T up to 5T before the applied ﬁeld reaches the coercive ﬁeld of
the TbFe thin ﬁlm.
4.3.3 Quantitative analysis of domain-level magnetic struc-
tures
There is a clear increase in the MFM contrast with applied ﬁeld, displayed by
Fig. 4.5 p). We propose three possible mechanisms that lead to an increase of the
MFM contrast with the applied ﬁeld, as illustrated in Fig. 4.6:
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Figure 4.6: Possible mechanisms for the increase of the MFM contrast in ﬁelds, with top
panels in zero ﬁeld and bottom ones in applied ﬁeld up. a) and b) Increase of the contrast
by a decreased tip-sample distance. c) and d) The improved alignment of local magnetic
moments of the tip with the ﬁeld. e) and f) The closing/opening of the Tb/Fe cones in
ﬁeld, corresponding to the situation in the dark domains. g) and h) The opening/closing
of the Tb/Fe cones in ﬁeld, corresponding to the situation in the bright domains.
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1. A decrease of the tip-sample distance z in applied ﬁelds would lead to a
smaller distance loss factor e−kz, resulting in a higher magnetic stray ﬁeld
according to Eq. 2.6 [see panels a) and b)].
This mechanism can however be excluded, because the tip-sample distance
control method described in Chapter 3 keeps the tip-sample distance constant
within about ±0.4 nm even when a ﬁeld is applied (see Fig. 3.6).
2. The applied ﬁeld leads to an improved alignment of the magnetic moments
of the tip along the z-axis, which would lead to an increased tip-sample in-
teraction and thus to an increased image contrast according to Eq. 2.5 [see
panels c) and d)].
This requires a separate assessment of the contrast within bright and dark
domains, respectively. We discuss these results at length below (in Sec-
tion 4.3.4), but refer at this point to Fig. 4.13, wherein we show that the
contrast increase of the dark domains is not exactly the same as the bright
domains. This means that the contrast increase (at least partially) arises
from changes of the local magnetization structures of the sample and not
from that of the tip, but the possibility of increased magnetic moments of
the tip cannot be excluded.
3. The magnetization diﬀerence between the up and down domains of the TbFe
ﬁlm increases in ﬁeld. The local distribution of the Tb and Fe magnetic mo-
ments, also known as sperimagnetism [79], arises from the competition be-
tween the local magnetic anisotropies and exchange interactions, and tem-
perature ﬂuctuations. The angular distributions (fanning cone) of the Tb
and Fe moments change with applied ﬁeld, and the opening and closing of
the cones are direction- and element dependent [compare panels e) and f),
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g) and h)] [75].
In this work, therefore, we attribute the ∆fmag contrast increase in applied ﬁeld
to the increase of the magnitude of the magnetization of the TbFe ﬁlm.
4.3.3.1 Simulation of the domain magnetization
To quantify the magnetization dependence on the applied ﬁeld, we need to as-
sociate a magnetization M(x, y) with a measurement ∆fmag(x, y). Looking at
Eq. 2.13, it is clear that knowledge of TF (k) allows the comparison either in
terms of M(x, y) or of ∆fmag(x, y).
We begin with the ﬁrst approach, and recover the magnetization pattern of
the TbFe thin ﬁlm magnetization M(x, y) by deconvolving TF (k) from the ∆fmag
images.
The transfer function TF (k) is obtained from the tip calibration procedures
[Section 2.2.1]. Figure 4.7 displays a radial section through a circular averaged
version of TF (k) depicted in Fig. 2.11 c).
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Figure 4.7: The dependence of the transfer function on spatial wavelength for Tikhonov
parameter δ=16. The solid line is the original TF , and the dashed line is the TF with
cutoﬀ frequency klimit, where 1/klimit = 33nm.
The magnetization pattern obtained from the deconvolution of the ∆f -pattern is
displayed in Fig. 4.8 b). This pattern can be compared with a pattern of through-
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thickness domains (and domain wall width of 4 nm) in Fig. 4.8 a), which is obtained
by multiplying the domain pattern of Fig. 4.5 a) with the sample remanent mag-
netization of 2×105 A/m [from Fig. 4.2].
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Figure 4.8: Magnetization pattern M for TbFe ﬁlm in zero ﬁeld, displayed with the scale
of -2×105 to 2×105 A/m. a) Model magnetization pattern. b) Deconvolved M in zero
ﬁeld.
Some structures can be seen inside the domains of the deconvolvedM [Fig. 4.8 b)].
This can be attributed to the low signal strength of ∆f1,mag in the middle of big
domains of the TbFe ﬁlm, and the fact that the deconvolution contains inverse
distance loss factors from the propagation from the sample surface to the scan
plane. These are exponential ampliﬁcations for the short wavelengths in the mag-
netic structure [Eq. 2.13]. For the same reason, the transfer function with a cutoﬀ
wavelength of λlimit =33 nm [dotted line in Fig. 4.7] is used in the deconvolution
to avoid amplifying the high frequency noise of TF (k) which would give rise to
artifacts in the deconvolved M . However, the deconvolved M [Fig. 4.8 b)] still
contains some artifacts. We conclude that this approach is not precise enough to
distinguish the putative magnetization amplitude variations with applied ﬁeld.
The second approach utilizes a magnetization pattern [Fig. 4.8 a)] obtained
from the MFM data with a magnetization tuned to match the simulated ∆f -
contrast to the measured one. Note that in this case the propagation from sample
surface to scan plane is an exponential loss factor, that attenuates the noise of
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TF (k) at small spatial wavelengths.
For the TbFe thin ﬁlm (sample S1), the simulated frequency shift image in zero
ﬁeld using the model magnetization pattern [Fig. 4.8 a)] is depicted in Fig. 4.9, as
an example. A detailed procedure of the simulation using the transfer function is
discussed in Section 2.2.2.
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Figure 4.9: a) Measured magnetic contrast [same as Fig. 4.5 a)]. b) Simulated frequency
shift. c) Diﬀerence of a) and b).
The contrast of the simulated MFM-image [Fig. 4.9 b)] matches that of the
measured image [Fig. 4.9 a)] well. Small (positive and negative) deviations at the
walls can be attributed to Bloch lines in the walls, a slightly wrong position of the
domain wall in the estimated magnetization pattern, or a local variation of the
domain wall thickness that is not included in the model magnetization pattern.
The same is true for the granular magnetic contrast visible in the measured image,
which may arise from local variations of the saturation magnetization or its align-
ment along the z-axis, which is again not included in our model magnetization
pattern.
Simulations of the stray ﬁeld of a given magnetization pattern will need to
account for a ﬁeld-dependent magnetization amplitude to be able to give rise to the
anticipated contrast change. We therefore want to ﬁnd an expression for the ﬁeld
dependent eﬀective magnetization amplitude. For a more robust measurement
of the evolution of the magnetization amplitude, we compute the ampliﬁcation
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factor which best reproduces the observed contrast amplitude. The dependence of
the ampliﬁcation factor on the applied ﬁeld (equivalent to the dependence of the
normalized magnetization amplitude) is plotted in Fig. 4.10. As a comparison, the
normalized MFM contrast (the diﬀerence of the maximal and minimal frequency
shift over all the pixels of the image) as function of ﬁeld [Fig. 4.5 p)] is also plotted
in this ﬁgure. Both the magnetization amplitude [red circles in Fig. 4.10] and the
∆fmag contrast [black squares in Fig. 4.10] increase with applied ﬁeld. The increase
of the magnetization amplitude is smoother than the MFM contrast, suggesting
that the simulation of the MFM data gives a better estimate of the magnetization.
The small but existing mismatch of the determined domain patterns with the MFM
images [compare Fig. 4.8 a) and b)] can lead to a slightly attenuated magnetization
amplitudes.
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Figure 4.10: Normalized magnetization amplitude (red circles) which best reproduces
the observed contrast amplitude and the normalized ∆fmag contrast (black squares) as
function of the applied ﬁeld. The magnetization amplitude and ∆fmag contrast are
normalized with respect to the one in zero ﬁeld.
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The increase of the ∆fmag contrast and of the magnetization amplitude in ap-
plied ﬁelds has been addressed in this section. The observed increasing contrast
with applied ﬁelds in the MFM images [Fig. 4.5] is considered to arise from the
increase of the TbFe ﬁlm magnetization. On the other hand, an increase of tip
magnetization can also give rise to the increasing contrast in the MFM images.
The above example shows that with the transfer function obtained by calibrating
the tip [Section 2.2.1], it is possible to reliably calculate the TbFe layer that gives
rise to the observed frequency shift. This is signiﬁcant because we can count on
this ability to infer the existence of ferrimagnetic domain patterns also in situations
where the ferrimagnet is part of an exchange couple double-layer structure. The
4th order polynomial ﬁt is used for the simulations in Section 5.4.2.2.
4.3.4 Analysis of the MFM contrast within the domains
Note that the `rough contrast' visible in the (high ﬁeld) images inside the magnetic
domains [Fig. 4.5] is of magnetic origin. It could arise from a thickness variation
of the magnetic layer [discussed in Section 2.2.1], or from local variations of the
magnetic moment density that may be related tp an inhomogeneous distribution
of the composition and hence magnetic properties of the TbFe ﬁlm [Secion 4.2].
For clarity, we will refer to these contrast structures magnetic background.
A distinction between the evolution of the magnetization in opposite applied
ﬁeld directions could not be discerned looking at domain stray ﬁelds, as in the
previous sections. We need to investigate the magnetic background over a small
area of 500 nm×500 nm cropped inside the large down and up domains of the
topography-subtracted images, as marked by the dashed squares in Fig. 4.5 a).
The square size was chosen so as to be unaﬀected by the domain wall contrast at
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that location, as can be seen from simulations analogous to Section 4.3.3.1 (not
shown). The nano-structures can be better seen when displayed in a diﬀerent color
scale spanning the range from -0.2 to 0.2Hz.
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Figure 4.11: Zoomed-in images over a 500nm×500nm area inside the down domain (⊗
domain), as marked by the dashed square in Fig. 4.5 a). The applied external magnetic
ﬁelds in T for each column are given in the upper right corner of each image. Note that
the color scale given on the bottom right of the ﬁgure is between -0.2 and 0.2Hz, which
covers much smaller range than for the 3000nm×3000nm images in Fig. 4.5.
Figures 4.11 and 4.12 show the evolution of the magnetic contrast with the
applied ﬁeld inside the down and up domain, respectively. The dependence of the
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Figure 4.12: Zoomed-in images over a 500nm×500nm area inside the up domain (
domain), as marked by the dashed square in Fig. 4.5 a). The applied external magnetic
ﬁelds in T for each column are given in the upper right corner of each image. Note that
the color scale given on the bottom right of the ﬁgure is between -0.2 and 0.2Hz, which
is much smaller than the 3000nm×3000nm images shown in Fig. 4.5.
∆f -contrast (∆fmax−∆fmin) on the ﬁeld is plotted in Fig. 4.13 a) for both domains.
Surprisingly, the contrast inside the down domain increases while that inside the
up domain remains constant, but changes of the local structure are smaller in the
down domain. The latter was assessed by cross-correlating the images obtained in
applied ﬁelds with the zero ﬁeld image [Fig. 4.12 a)] or 5T image [Fig. 4.12 o)],
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respectively.
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Figure 4.13: a) ∆fmag contrast and b) cross-correlation with respect to the 0T image
and c) cross-correlation with respect to the 5T image as function of applied ﬁeld for
the cropped images over a 500nm×500nm area inside the up and down domains, from
Fig. 4.11 and Fig. 4.12, respectively.
The following conclusions can be drawn from the above observations:
1. Because the contrast in the down domain increases whereas that of the up
domain remains constant, the increase of the contrast of the MFM images of
the down and up domains (Figs. 4.11 and 4.12, respectively) does not arise
from an improved alignment of the magnetic moments of the tip along the
z-axis. Hence, the increase of the contrast of the MFM images of the do-
main pattern (Fig. 4.5) with applied ﬁeld arises from an increased diﬀerence
of magnetic moments of the up and down domains. It is further evident
that this increase of the magnetic moment diﬀerence cannot be caused by
a ﬁeld-driven alignment of the down domain moments along the negative
z-axis, but must arise from an improved alignment of the moments of the up
domains. The increase of the up magnetic moment arising from a closing of
the ferrimagnetic cone of the Tb moments must be stronger than that arising
from the opening of the cone in the down domains, such that a net increase
of the magnetic moment diﬀerence between the up and down domains and
hence an increase of the observed MFM contrast is obtained.
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2. Such an increase of the magnetic moment of the up domain is compati-
ble with the observation that the contrast within the up domain does not
increase, for example when the magnetization of the up domain increases
homogeneously. In the latter case one would however not expect that the
cross-correlation decays with with increasing ﬁelds. This indicates that the
sub-domain pattern and hence the local magnetic moment density changes
with the ﬁeld. Such a change of the local magnetic moment density may
arise from locally softer parts of the sample that may be attributed to local
compositional variations.
3. The observed changes of the local MFM contrast in increased ﬁelds however
remains small, i.e. much smaller than the contrast variations observed for
the exchange coupled double layer (ECDL) system discussed in Chapter 5.
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5 Reversal mechanisms in a [Co/Pt]×5-multilayer
with strong interfacial exchange-coupling to a
ferrimagnetic TbFe thin ﬁlm
In the previous chapter, the structural and magnetic properties of amorphous
Tb25Fe75 layers were discussed. In this chapter we build on those results and
investigate the reversal of exchange-coupled double layers (ECDLs), in which the
RE-TM ferrimagnetic TbFe ﬁlm and a TM/noble metal (NM) [Co/Pt]×5-multilayer
are coupled with varying strengths.
5.1 General introduction
Exchange-coupling in double layers based on RE-TM/TM/NM shares some of the
characteristics of the coupling in AF/ferromagnet (F) systems, the prototypical
exchange-bias systems. In this introduction we discuss some aspects of exchange-
bias systems and ferrimagnet (Fi)/F systems that are relevant to the understanding
of our TbFe-based ECDLs. Also, we address the concept of interfacial domain
walls (iDW) [80], which plays an important role in the reversal of strongly coupled
ECDLs like the present one, as we will show. Finally we discuss the existing
research on the use of spacing layers between coupled layers to modify the coupling.
5.1.1 Exchange-bias eﬀect and exchange-coupled systems
The exchange-bias eﬀect typically arises in a ferromagnetic layer adjacent to an
antiferromagnetic layer. It is a consequence of anchoring the magnetic moments
of the former in the latter. The AF constitutes a good anchor point a priori,
on account of its vanishing macroscopic magnetization and typically large magne-
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tocrystalline anisotropy. However, the net coupling between the AF and the F is
much weaker than what inter-atomic coupling might lead to think. Several models
have been applied to diﬀerent systems to help understand why this is the case,
and a review of exchange-bias and these eﬀects was presented by Nogues et al. in
1998 [81].
Using quantitative MFM, Schmid et al. [76] have shown that the coupling be-
tween AF and F in their system is proportional to the density of pinned uncom-
pensated spins (pUCS) that are aligned antiparallel to the F magnetic moments,
and imaged the spatial distribution of these pUCS. In a following work, Benassi
et al. [82] used a 2D phase ﬁeld model that incorporated the measured pUCS pat-
tern of Schmid et al. [76], and reproduced the macroscopic loops as well as the
domain patterns at all measured ﬁeld levels, in a process shown to be of lateral
wall motion. Their work conﬁrmed that the exchange-bias ﬁeld is proportional to
the spatially averaged density of pUCS, and that the increased coercivity is an im-
portant extented result of the amplitude of the local pUCS areal density variation.
This means that the inhomogeneity of the stray ﬁeld of the AF and the interfacial
coupling are related. We will discuss this concept further along this chapter. Note
that previous explanations attributed the increased coercivity to the density of the
uncompensated spins of the AF rotating with those of the F.
Unlike the AF in conventional exchange-bias systems using a AF/F bilayer, the
moments of the Fi in our ECDLs are made of diﬀerent elements. The coupling
between RE and TM atoms is antiferromagnetic, but among TM atoms such as
Co and Fe it is ferromagnetic. Therefore, the Fi/F coupling is overall antiferro-
magnetic if the RE moments dominate over the TM moments, and is conversely
ferromagnetic if the TM moments dominate.
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Concerning ECDLs based on TbFe, Aeschlimann et al., in their pioneering work
in 1988 [83], used spin-polarized photoemission to study the exchange-coupling
of Fe grown on amorphous TbFe ferrimagnets (a-TbFe), showing that interest-
ing magnetic properties (perpendicular anisotropy, coercivity) of a-TbFe may be
imposed onto Fe which lacks these properties.
First studies on exchange-coupled RE-Fi ﬁlms were devoted to a GdFe/TbFe/GdFe
trilayer fabricated by thermal evaporation by Mangin et al. in 1998 [84], where
the GdFe layers were the soft Fis with in-plane anisotropy and the TbFe layer
was the hard Fi with PMA. Further, a weak exchange-bias eﬀect was reported
for this trilayer system [85], as well as for in-plane anisotropy bilayers of the form
FeSn/FeGd and FeGd/TbFe [86]. The ﬁrst bilayer couples antiferromagnetically
leading to a positive exchange-bias ﬁeld (Hex), while the latter couples ferromag-
netically, generating a negative Hex.
The previous work in our group has studied the temperature dependence of the
large exchange-bias in TbFe-Co/Pt system [61], presenting hysteresis loops of the
TbFe ﬁlm and TbFe-Co/Pt coupled system (obtained with VSM).
5.1.2 Interfacial domain walls (iDWs) and magnetization re-
versal
Domain walls in thin ﬁlms typically separate through-thickness domains, i.e. the
domain wall is crossed along a line in the plane of the ﬁlm. Its lateral motion
in the plane of the ﬁlm causes the relative domain fraction to change, resulting
in net macroscopic magnetization change. This is the process by which (weakly
coupled) exchange-bias systems revert in the aforementioned work [76], [82]. In
contrast, an interfacial domain wall (iDW) separates two domains on either side
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of the ﬁlm, extending parallel to it, so that crossing it requires traversing a line
running perpendicular to the ﬁlm. This conﬁguration tends to carry a larger energy
per unit area than a through-thickness domain wall on account of the magnetic
chargees it creates inside the ﬁlm.
Early work on the magnetization and iDW of exchange-coupled bilayers dates
back to 1987 and is due to Mauri et al. [87] and Malozemoﬀ et al. [88]. The
nucleation, propagation and compression of iDW were discussed in 1998 by Mangin
et al. [84]. Mangin et al. [89] studied in 2004 the magnetization reversal process
of the in-plane magnetized GdFe/TbFe ferrimagnetic bilayer by XMCD, which
allowed the separation of the magnetic contribution of Gd, Tb, and Fe at the
system interface, and gave evidence of the creation of the iDW and its compression
and pinning. The mechanism of reversal in these bilayers was identiﬁed in 2008
[90] as occurring through iDW nucleation and lateral domain wall propagation.
There have also been indications that iDWs are found in Tb-Fe based Fis.
C.-C. Lin et al. [91] reported bilayers of TbFeCo exhibiting PMA with diﬀer-
ent compositions in 2003. A giant exchange-coupling energy of 5mJ/m2 and a
large exchange-bias of 3 kOe were found at room temperature. In their later work,
XMCD spectroscopy was used to study the transition from perpendicular to in-
plane magnetization in Co ﬁlms grown on TbFeCo, by increasing Co ﬁlm thickness
[92]. For a Co ﬁlm thickness of 1.5 nm, the Co moment was oriented perpendicular
to the surface, because of the strong coupling to the TbFe layer. At larger thick-
nesses, i.e. 5 nm, the Co moments were found to be in-plane. The TbFe moments
located at the interface follow the Co moments (in-plane) and become perpendicu-
lar further away from the interface. It was hence concluded that a partial in-plane
domain wall had formed inside the TbFe layer.
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A more complete analysis of the iDW formation in exchange-spring ﬁlms exhibit-
ing PMA was performed by Watson et al. [80]. They grew a TbFeCo(24.5 nm)/
[Co(0.35 nm)/Pd(tPd)]×15/Pd(2nm) multilayer with tPd = 0.5 and 0.7 nm on Si-
wafers by DC-magnetron sputtering at room temperature. These samples were
analyzed as a function of the applied ﬁeld by polarized neutron reﬂectometry
measurements. A depth-dependent in-plane magnetic moment was ﬁtted to the
measured data and compared to a 1D-spin chain model. The results revealed that
iDW mainly located inside the [Co/Pd] multilayer with a domain width of 4.5 nm
for tPd = 0.5 nm and 1.5 nm for tPd = 0.7 nm. The latter iDW is said to be thinner
because of the smaller exchange-coupling across the Pd layers. With increasing
ﬁelds a decrease of the maximum in-plane magnetic moment and a compression
of the iDW to the interface was found. Considerably larger in-plane moments but
smaller wall width were found in 1d-spin chain model calculations. Watson et al.
attributed this discrepancy to a spatially inhomogeneous iDW that may have a
width that varies with the position in the plane. But these studies were unable to
resolve any lateral variation in the wall characteristics. As we report in the follow-
ing sections, the results from our high resolution MFM studies call for modifying
our understanding of the reversal process in these types of materials.
5.1.3 Inﬂuence of spacing layer on exchange-coupling
Driven by the implications for applications in high density magnetic recording [93]
[94], the use of non-magnetic spacers to separate two thin magnetic layers with
PMA has been investigated to an extent. Garcia et al. studied the role of a Pt
spacer in the F/AF exchange-coupled system (Pt/Co)n /FeMn. They observed an
enhancement of the exchange-bias ﬁeld Hex for a Pt interlayer of a few angstroms
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and decrease of Hex for thicker Pt layer [95]. Schuermann et al. [96] studied the
inﬂuence of Pt interlayer thickness on the exchange-coupling between a CoPtO
hard layer and a CoCrPt soft layer, observing that the layers switch as a single
unit with thin Pt interlayers (<1.6 nm) and reverse separately with a thicker Pt
interlayer. Berger et al. [97] demonstrated that an optimized nonmagnetic coupling
layer thickness improves the media writeability and recording performance due to
improved media noise properties. Radu et al. reported an adjustable perpendicular
exchange-bias in ferrimagnetic spin valves by means of thickness variation of the
interlayer spacer Ta between DyCo5 and /Fe76Gd24 [98]. Tang et al. [99] studied
the magnetization reversal in [Co/Ni]n/TbCo(2nm), and achieved high Hex by
tuning the Co interlayer thickness.
It can be seen from the previous studies that the exchange-coupling can be tuned
by adjusting the interlayer thickness. Here we study TbFe/[Co/Pt]×5 ECDLs, and
in particular their reversal mechanism. We further investigate the inﬂuence of Pt
spacing layers on the coupling strength and the evolution of the micromagnetic
structure on a scale down to 20 nm.
5.2 Sample fabrication and composition
A series of Siox/Pt10nm/TbFe20nm/Ptdint/[Co0.4nm/Pt0.7nm]×5/Pt3nm samples with
Pt interlayer thickness dint = 0, 0.4 nm, 0.7 nm, 1.2 nm, 2.0 nm, and 2.5 nm were
fabricated by DC magnetron sputtering in an UHV AJA Orion sputtering system
(see Table 5.1). For the amorphous TbFe ferrimagnetic bottom layer, the same
sputter conditions as those described in Section 4.2 were used. The deposition rates
of Co and Pt were 0.09Å/s and 0.24Å/s, respectively, for the [Co/Pt]×5-multilayer
and the Pt layers.
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S1 Siox/Pt10nm/TbFe20nm/Pt8.5nm
S2 Siox/Pt10nm/TbFe20nm/[Co0.4nm/Pt0.7nm]×5/Pt3nm
S3 Siox/Pt10nm/TbFe20nm/Pt0.4nm/[Co0.4nm/Pt0.7nm]×5/Pt3nm
S4 Siox/Pt10nm/TbFe20nm/Pt0.7nm/[Co0.4nm/Pt0.7nm]×5/Pt3nm
S5 Siox/Pt10nm/TbFe20nm/Pt1.2nm/[Co0.4nm/Pt0.7nm]×5/Pt3nm
S6 Siox/Pt10nm/TbFe20nm/Pt2.0nm/[Co0.4nm/Pt0.7nm]×5/Pt3nm
S7 Siox/Pt10nm/TbFe20nm/Pt2.5nm/[Co0.4nm/Pt0.7nm]×5/Pt3nm
Table 5.1: Summary of ECDLs structures analyzed in this work.
The layer structures are illustrated in Fig. 5.1, e.g. for the sample S1, TbFe/[Co/Pt]×5
(S2), and TbFe/Pt0.7nm/[Co/Pt]×5 (S4). The overall composition of the TbFe bot-
tom layer of sample S2 was determined by RBS1. The measured atomic ratio of
26.5±1.5% Tb and 73.5±1.5% Fe, i.e. the same as the TbFe ﬁlm of sample S1.
In both cases the nominal and actual compositions are very similar.
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Figure 5.1: a), b) and c) The layer structure of the samples S1, S2, and S4, respectively.
Note that the samples S1 and S2 (Fig. 5.1) were designed such that the distance
between the top surface of the sample and TbFe layer is the same for both samples,
by adjusting the Pt capping layer thicknesses.
1Max Doebeli, ETH Zurich, Otto-Stern-Weg 5, 8093 Zurich, Switzerland
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5.3 Macroscopic magnetic sample characterization
5.3.1 Magnetometry data
Figure 5.2 shows the areal density of the magnetic moment measured by VSM
magnetometry on samples S2, S4, and S7, i.e. TbFe20nm/Ptdint/[Co0.4nm/Pt0.7nm]×5
with dint = 0, 0.7, and 2.5 nm, for applied perpendicular ﬁelds sweeping from 7T to
-7T then back to 7T at 10.5K. Background due to the measurement was removed
from the loop in a similar way as used in Section 4.3.1.
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Figure 5.2: Areal density of the magnetic moment for samples a) S2, b) S4, and
c) TbFe/Pt2.5nm/[Co/Pt]×5 (S7) measured by VSM. The observed exchange-bias ﬁeld
(marked by the vertical red line) is about 1.1T, 0.7T and 0T, respectively.
For sample S2 [Fig. 5.2 a)], it is saturated in +7T. A magnetization switching
process occurs around -6T upon decreasing the applied ﬁeld from +7T to 0T and
increasing the ﬁeld in the opposite direction. This process consists of domain wall
nucleation and lateral motion in the TbFe ﬁlm, as can be seen in Figure 3.7 a) - b),
and also in Section 4.3.2]. In addition, a gradual decrease of the magnetization
occurs between about 5T and 1.1T, which is signiﬁcantly smaller than the coercive
ﬁeld of TbFe. This is the magnetization reversal from the [Co/Pt]-multilayer. The
vertical red line in Fig. 5.2 a) marks the exchange-bias ﬁeld Hex, determined as
the onset of the magnetization reversal of the [Co/Pt]-multilayer. The measured
magnetic moment areal density stays the same as the applied ﬁeld decreases to
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0T, and switches its direction then increases. The reversal of the TbFe ﬁlm occurs
between -6T (state 3) and -7T (state 3). The diﬀerence of the magnetic moment
areal density between these two states is about 8.8×10−3 Am2/m2, resulting in
a magnetization (magnetic moment volume density) of 4×105 A/m for a 20 nm
thick TbFe ﬁlm. This magnetization is twice the remanent magnetization of the
TbFe ﬁlm of sample S1 [Fig. 4.2], as expected. The diﬀerence of the magnetic
moment areal density between states 1 and 2, i.e. the reversal of the [Co/Pt]-
multilayer, is about 3×10−3 Am2/m2, lower than 8.8×10−3 Am2/m2 of the TbFe
ﬁlm. Therefore the magnetic moment of the TbFe ﬁlm is dominating that of the
[Co/Pt]-multilayer.
For sample S4 [Fig. 5.2 b)], which comprises a 0.7 nm thick Pt interlayer, similar
magnetization switching processes of the TbFe ﬁlm and the [Co/Pt]-multilayer are
observed, with a reduced exchange-bias ﬁeld at about 0.5T. Also in sample S7
(comprising a 2.5 nm thick Pt interlayer) [Fig. 5.2 c)], the TbFe ﬁlm switches at
around 6T, but the [Co/Pt]-multilayer switches in very low ﬁelds, below 0.1T.
5.3.2 Signiﬁcance of the magnetometry data
Figure 5.3 is a simpliﬁed model to illustrate the general orientation of the moments
of the double layers of sample S2 in various ﬁelds. The states 1 to 2, and 3 to 4,
illustrate the magnetization reversal of the [Co/Pt]-multilayer and the TbFe ﬁlm,
respectively. In low ﬁelds (state 2 in Fig. 5.3) the [Co/Pt]-multilayer is exchange-
coupled antiparallel to the TbFe ﬁlm (the Fe-Co coupling is ferromagnetic and the
Tb-Co coupling is antiferromagnetic; further, at 10.5K the Tb moment dominates
the others), while in (suﬃciently) high ﬁelds (above 6T) (states 1 and 4 in Fig. 5.3)
both layers are aligned parallel to the ﬁeld. In high ﬁelds the exchange-coupling
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is broken, and we expect an iDW to form [89, 91, 80] (marked by the green areas
in states 1 and 4 in Fig. 5.3) at the interface of the TbFe ﬁlm and the [Co/Pt]-
multilayer.
TbFe layer
Co/Pt-multilayer
applied field
1 2 3 4
Figure 5.3: Cartoons illustrate the [Co/Pt]-multilayer and the TbFe moments in various
ﬁelds for sample S2, where the states 1-4 are marked in Fig. 5.2 a).
According to Mangin et al. [89] and Watson et al. [80], the iDW is compressed
with increasing ﬁeld. Besides this view, the observed slight increase of magnetic
moment from about 4T towards 7T in Fig. 5.2 a) could be attributed to the
compression of the iDW.
From the magnetometry data of samples S2 to S7, the exchange-bias ﬁeld Hex
decreases from 1.1T to lower than 0.1T as Pt interlayer thickness increases from
0 to 2.5 nm. As expected, the exchange-coupling between the TbFe ﬁlm and the
[Co/Pt]-multilayer is weakened by the Pt interlayer, but the decoupling is not
immediate once the Pt-interlayer thickness exceeds one atomic monolayer, about
0.196 nm.
The decrease of exchange-bias ﬁeld with increasing Pt interlayer thickness is
plotted in Fig. 5.4. The error bars of±50mT in Figure 5.4 represent the uncertainty
in determining the exchange-bias ﬁeld [e.g. Fig. 5.2 a)].
The temperature dependent exchange-coupling between a [Co/Pt]×5 ferromag-
netic layer and an armorphous TbFe layer with strong PMA and a high coercivity
was studied by VSM magnetometry [61]. It had been found that the strength
of the exchange-coupling increased very rapidly and saturated as the tempera-
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Figure 5.4: Exchange-bias ﬁeld [T] as a function of Pt interlayer thickness [nm].
ture decreased below the compensation point, unlike the exchange in conventional
exchange-bias systems. This was evidence of the absence of frustration in the
RE-TM-based Fi/F interface.
Note that the microscopic details of the TbFe reversal in these ECDLs could be
inﬂuenced by the strong coupling to the [Co/Pt]-multilayer, whereas the macro-
scopic characteristics of the reversal is reminiscent of the reversal of typical PMA
thin ﬁlms (via lateral domain-wall-motion). Moreover, the magnetization reversal
of the [Co/Pt]-multilayer apparent in the hysteresis loops [Fig. 5.2] bears little re-
semblance to that of stand-alone ﬁlms. It is necessary to characterize these reversal
processes microscopically, in particular in the ﬁelds around the exchange-bias ﬁeld.
5.4 Microscopic magnetic sample characterization
To characterize the reversal process microscopically, MFM was used to measure
the local stray ﬁeld of the ECDLs with high spatial resolution and in applied mag-
netic ﬁelds. We performed MFM measurements on samples S2 to S7 under the
same conditions as the TbFe ﬁlm (sample S1) at 10.5K, below the compensation
temperature Tcomp of 380K (measured by VSM). Thus Tb moments are dominat-
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ing over the Fe moments. The tip-sample distance z is kept at 7 nm using the
frequency-modulated capacitive control described in Chapter 3.
5.4.1 MFM data on strongly exchange-coupled double lay-
ers (sample S2)
Similar to the data processing presented in Fig T. 4.4, the topography-induced
frequency shift is obtained from the half-sum of the MFM images with up and
down tip magnetizations. The magnetic frequency shift ∆fmag, as a result of
subtracting the topographical contributions from the raw MFM data, is depicted
in Fig. 5.5 for the strongly coupled sample TbFe20nm/[Co0.4nm/Pt0.7nm]×5 (sample
S2).
Figure 5.5 a) shows the as-grown domain state of sample S2. Similar to the MFM
data acquired on the TbFe layer presented in Chapter 4, micron-sized domains are
visible, but the frequency shift contrast is very low compared to sample S1. Recall
that the distance between the top surface of the sample and TbFe layer is the
same for samples S1 and S2. In addition, the tip-sample distance was kept at 7 nm
during all measurements of the two samples using the tip-sample distance control
modes described in Chapter 3. Consequently, the comparatively small contrast is
a direct result of the system comprising the additional [Co/Pt]×5-multilayer.
The small domains [e.g. the one at the bottom center in Fig. 5.5 a)] shrink in
applied ﬁelds of 6T [Fig. 5.5 o)] and vanish in 7T [Fig. 5.5 p)]. The areas within
the small domains appear smooth.
Based on the magnetometry and MFM data of sample S1 (Section 4.3), the
contraction of these small domains around 6T indicates the domain-wall-motion
thus the onset of the magnetization reversal process of the TbFe ﬁlm. Therefore
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Figure 5.5: Measured frequency shift ∆fmag of 3µm×3 µm MFM-scan on the sample S2,
for which the topography-induced contrast is subtracted from the raw images. The color
scale of -2.5 to 2.5Hz is the same for all the images, as given on the right edge of the
ﬁgure. The symbol  on the top right of the ﬁgure indicate the up direction of the
applied ﬁeld and the tip. The symbols  and ⊗ in panel a) indicate the directions of the
net magnetization of the large and small domains.
the magnetization of the Tb-dominated ferrimagnetic ﬁlm in these domains is
down (antiparallel to the ﬁeld) in Fig. 5.5 a). Because of the antiferromagnetic
exchange-coupling, the magnetization of the [Co/Pt]×5-multilayer is up at those
locations. The positive frequency shift contrast of these small domains proves
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that its net magnetization is down, i.e. antiparallel to that of the tip (which is
up). Hence the Tb magnetization dominates both the magnetic moment of the Fe
contained in the RE ﬁlm and that of the [Co/Pt]×5-multilayer. The notation of
up and down domains as per dominant Tb magnetization is employed henceforth.
In the large domain [marked by the symbol  in Fig. 5.5 a)], the direction of
the net magnetization in zero ﬁeld is opposite to that of the small domains, i.e.
the magnetization of the TbFe ﬁlm is up and the magnetization of the [Co/Pt]×5-
multilayer is down [Fig. 5.5 a)]. A granularity appears in the large domain with a
drastically increasing contrast in the ﬁeld range of 1T to 2T [panels h) through
k)], and a decreasing contrast in higher ﬁelds [panels m) through p)].
Note that the domain walls appear like double domain walls with low contrast
in zero ﬁeld. They evolve in applied ﬁelds up to 1T and resemble in higher ﬁelds
the typical domain walls [e.g. Fig. 4.5 a) for sample S1]. For the small domains,
in low applied ﬁelds (<1T) the frequency shift is slightly higher at the locations of
the domain walls than in the center of the domains, whereas in high ﬁelds (>2T)
the frequency shift at the locations of the domain walls is notably higher than that
in the center of the domains [see also Fig. 2.1 for domain wall contrast].
5.4.2 Quantitative analysis of domain-level magnetic struc-
tures
To evaluate the above discussed MFM contrast in applied ﬁelds, the frequency
shift contrast determined by the maximum and minimum of the MFM data shown
in Fig. 5.5 is plotted in Fig. 5.6. For comparison, the contrast of MFM images
on the sample S1 is also displayed. The error bars of ±0.3Hz account for the
uncertainty of frequency shift from the electronic control system and the possible
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changes of tip-sample distance during the image scans.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of ∆fmag contrast as function of applied ﬁeld for samples S1
(blue circles) and S2 (red squares). The blue and red lines are a guide to the eye.
The contrast of sample S2 between 0T and 1T is very low (around 2Hz), then
increases drastically from 2.7Hz to 5.6Hz in the ﬁeld range of 1T to 2T, then
increases more gradually until 5T. The contrast of sample S1 is the same as shown
in Fig. 4.5 p).
The low contrast of sample S2 between 0T and 1T, compared to sample S1,
is due to the antiferromagnetic alignment of the Co moment of the [Co/Pt]×5 top
layer relative to the net moment of the Tb-moment-dominated ferrimagnetic TbFe
bottom layer. The magnetization reversal of [Co/Pt]×5 between 1T and 2T leads
to the rapid contrast increase. For high ﬁelds from 2T to 5T, the contrast of S2
is approaching the S1, and the shaded area indicates the gap between the contrast
of these two samples.
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5.4.2.1 Simulation of the domain magnetization
Recall that sample S2 consists of an underlying TbFe ﬁlm and a [Co/Pt]×5-
multilayer. To understand the measured low contrast and the untypical domain
wall of sample S2 in zero ﬁeld, the frequency shift of the TbFe ﬁlm and the
[Co/Pt]×5 should be simulated separately from their model magnetization pat-
terns, and summed taking into account their antiferromangetic exchange-coupling.
This sum of frequency shift can be compared to the measured one.
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Figure 5.7: Simulation of ∆fmag for sample S2 in zero ﬁeld. a) Measured magnetic
frequency shift. b) Schematic of the antiferromagnetically exchange-coupled [Co/Pt]×5-
multilayer and TbFe ﬁlm. c) and d) Model magnetization pattern for the [Co/Pt]×5-
multilayer and the TbFe ﬁlm, respectively. e) and f) Simulated frequency shift for the
[Co/Pt]×5-multilayer and the TbFe ﬁlm, respectively. g) Simulated frequency shift for
sample S2, as sum of e) and f). h) ∆fmag for horizontal dashed lines from panels a), e),
f), and g).
For the simulation of the frequency shift ∆fmag for sample S2, we utilized the
transfer function TF obtained in Section 2.2.1. The measured and simulated ∆fmag
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are depicted in Fig. 5.7. The measured magnetic contrast in Fig. 5.7 a) is the same
as Fig. 5.5 a).
The antiparallel coupling of the [Co/Pt]×5-multilayer and the TbFe ﬁlm sketched
in Fig. 5.7 b) leads to the low frequency shift contrast in Fig. 5.7 a). The model
magnetization patterns of the two layers [panels c) and d)] are acquired by multi-
plying their domain patterns with their magnetizations measured by magnetome-
try. Then the ∆fmag image can be simulated for each layer [panels e) and f)], using
the transfer function TF [Eq. 2.10]. The simulated ∆fmag for sample S2 is obtained
as the sum of simulated ∆fmag for the [Co/Pt]×5-multilayer [e)] and the TbFe ﬁlm
[f)]. The horizontal dashed lines from panels a), e), f), and g) are plotted in panel
h). It can be seen that the simulated ∆fmag [g)] matches the measurement [panel
a)] quite well. The domain wall contrast is reproduced. The untypical domain
wall observed in panel a) can be attributed to the double-layer structure of sample
S2, i.e. the domain wall width is not the same for the [Co/Pt]×5-multilayer and
the TbFe ﬁlm. In addition, the distance loss factor and thickness loss factor [see
Section 2.1.1.2] of the two layers are diﬀerent.
5.4.2.2 Domain-level analysis of the magnetization reversal
Based on the macroscopic magnetometry data [Fig. 5.2] and the domain-level
MFM data [Fig. 5.6] of the ECDLs, the magnetization reversal of the soft layer
([Co/Pt]×5) could be explained by the in-plane domain wall model by Watson et
al [80]. They proposed that the magnetization reversal takes place through the
formation of an in-plane domain wall inside the soft layer. The in-plane domain
wall is initially formed at the top of the soft layer, then expands vertically down
to the interface of the soft (In our case the [Co/Pt]×5-multilayer) and hard layers
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(here TbFe).
To asses the above mentioned in-plane domain wall model for sample S2, the
frequency shift image is simulated for each ﬁeld and the simulations are then
compared to the measured MFM images [Fig. 5.5]. If we assumed that the in-plane
domain wall does not contribute to frequency shifts in the MFM images and the
magnetization is homogeneous through thickness for the [Co/Pt]×5-multilayer, the
[Co/Pt]×5-multilayer coupled to the TbFe ﬁlm [yellow area in Fig. 5.9] should give
rise to the measured MFM images in applied ﬁelds. We calculated the thickness
ratio between the coupled [Co/Pt]×5 and the total [Co/Pt]×5 in each ﬁeld which
reproduces the measured MFM images (in a least square root sense). This ﬁeld-
dependent thickness ratio is plotted in Fig. 5.8.
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Figure 5.8: Thickness ratio between the [Co/Pt]×5-multilayer which is coupled to the
TbFe ﬁlm and the total [Co/Pt]×5-multilayer, as function of ﬁeld.
The thickness ratio between the coupled [Co/Pt]×5 and the total [Co/Pt]×5
is 1 for ﬁelds below 1T, indicating that all the [Co/Pt]×5 moments are coupled
antiparallel to the underlying TbFe ﬁlm [see Fig.5.9 a)]. This ratio decreases from
1 to 0 in the applied ﬁeld range of 1T to 5T, which signiﬁes the formation and
expansion of the in-plane domain wall toward the interface [see Figs.5.9 b)-e)].
The formation and expansion of the in-plane domain wall is illustrated in Fig. 5.9.
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Figure 5.9: Schematics of the in-plane domain wall model in a ECDLs system. a) The
soft layer is coupled antiparallel to the underlying hard layer in zero ﬁeld. b) An in-plane
domain wall (green area) is formed at the top of the soft layer in applied ﬁeld of for
example 1T. c)-e) With increasing ﬁeld, the in-plane domain wall expands toward the
interface.
It is important to note that this in-plane domain wall model could account
for the increase of MFM contrast as function of applied ﬁeld and seem to be
conﬁrmed by the domain-level simulation of the MFM data, but it does not match
the microscopic observations of the reversal process of the [Co/Pt]×5-multilayer.
5.4.3 Quantitative analysis of magnetic structures within
domains
We now consider the ﬁne structures inside the domains which evolve in the applied
ﬁelds, shown as roughness in Fig. 5.5. Note that the topography has already been
removed, so the images shown are of magnetic origin.
For the quantitative analysis of these ﬁne structures, a small area of 250 nm×250 nm
was cropped inside the down domain and 500 nm×500 nm inside the up domain,
as marked in Fig. 5.5a).
For the zoomed-in images inside the down domain in Fig. 5.5, the contrast
remains very low. A small color scale of -0.2 to 0.2Hz was employed for Fig. 5.10
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Figure 5.10: Zoomed-in images of 250nm×250nm scale inside the down domain (TbFe
down, [Co/Pt]×5 up), within the area marked by the dashed square in Fig. 5.5 a). Note
that the color scale is between -0.2 and 0.2Hz for the images. The image in 6000mT is
not shown due to domain-wall-motion that occurs.
to display the nano-scale magnetic structures better. A slight increase of contrast
amplitude with roughly the same pattern was observed in Fig. 5.10. The image in
an applied ﬁeld of 7000mT shows an inverted pattern due to the magnetization
reversal of the TbFe ﬁlm.
For the zoomed-in images [Fig. 5.11] for the up domain in Fig. 5.5, the color
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Figure 5.11: Zoomed-in images of 500nm×500nm scale inside the up domain (TbFe up,
[Co/Pt]×5 down), within the area marked by the dashed square in Fig. 5.5 a). Note that
the color scale is between -1 and 1Hz for the images.
scale of -1 to 1Hz was used. The contrast increases slightly from 0T to 1T, and
then considerably from 1T to 2T, and subsequently decreases gradually in applied
ﬁelds from 2T to 7T. In addition, an evolution of the magnetic pattern in applied
ﬁelds was observed, especially in the range of 1T to 2T [e.g. the areas highlighted
by the ellipses in Fig. 5.11 i) through k)].
The magnetic contrast as function of ﬁeld for the zoomed-in images of sample
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S2 in Figs. 5.10 and 5.11 is plotted in Fig. 5.12 a). For the cropped area inside the
down domain, the contrast increases from about 0.4 to 0.8Hz when the applied
ﬁeld increases from 0 to 5T. For the up domain, the contrast increases more
evidently, from 0.7 to 4.7Hz in the ﬁelds from 0 to 2T, then decreases gradually
toward 2.5Hz in 5T.
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Figure 5.12: a) ∆fmag contrast, b) cross-correlation with respect to the 0T image and c)
cross-correlation with respect to the 5T image as function of applied ﬁeld for the cropped
images inside the down and up domains, for sample S2.
The evolution of magnetic patterns is quantiﬁed by the cross-correlation of the
MFM data in each ﬁeld with respect to the 0T image, as depicted in Fig. 5.12 b).
The cross-correlation decreases by 30% from 1 to 0.7, in ﬁelds from 0 to 5T for
the down domain. For the up domain, the cross-correlation decreases by 80% from
1 to 0.2, in the ﬁeld range of 0 to 2T, then remains roughly the same from 2T
to 5T. This discrepancy is also observed in Fig. 5.12 c) for the cross-correlation
in each ﬁeld with respect to the 5T image. The cross-correlation expresses the
magnetic pattern change, notably in the ﬁeld range from 1T to 2T within the up
domains but not the down domains, conﬁrming the observations in Figs. 5.10 and
5.11.
Based on the observations in the cropped images within the up and down do-
mains [Figs. 5.10 and 5.11], and the quantitative analysis of magnetic contrast
and the cross-correlation of these images as function of ﬁeld [[Fig. 5.12]], there are
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three characteristic ﬁeld regions for the up domain of sample S2: the low ﬁeld
region between 0T and 1T where the magnetic contrast increase slightly with
roughly the same pattern; the intermediate ﬁeld region from 1T to 2T, where the
contrast increases drastically and the pattern changes; and the high ﬁeld region
up to 5T where the contrast decreases while the pattern is largely maintained.
These qualitative changes in the ∆fmag data of the ECDLs for the ﬁeld ranges
accordingly deﬁnes three stages in the reversal, which we analyze further in the
following sections.
The main discrepancy between evolution of the magnetic contrast data in the
down and up domains of sample S2, respectively, occurs in the ﬁeld range of 1T
to 2T [highlighted area in Fig. 5.12]. From the magnetization loop of sample S2
discussed in Section 5.3.1, the magnetization of the [Co/Pt]×5-multilayer reverts
in a ﬁeld of about 1200mT. This is consistent with the MFM data, indicating that
the discrepancy is related to the reversal of [Co/Pt]×5 which takes place in applied
ﬁelds between 1T and 2T.
5.4.3.1 Analysis of stage 2 magnetization reversal for Co/Pt
We begin with the analysis of stage 2 of the magnetization reversal, rather than
stage 1, because the interpretation of it clearly singles out one speciﬁc mechanism
of reversal, as we now show.
The second stage of the magnetization reversal of the [Co/Pt]×5-multilayer ex-
tends over applied ﬁelds from 1T to 2T. That is, it ranges from the approximate
ﬁeld level at which stage 1 is completed and pattern changes become prominent
in the correlation drop [Fig. 5.12 b)], to the point where the correlation between
successive images is largely maintained, as indicated by the correlation to the 5T
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image [Fig. 5.12 c)].
An increase of the magnetic contrast (as large as 4Hz) and a drop in magnetic
pattern correlation from slightly below 0.8 to 0.2 over a ﬁeld range from 1T to 2T
is observed for the magnetic structures within the up domain in stage 2. These
comprise the appearance of grainy pattern of contrast with diﬀering sign inside
the up domain, which we call `sub-domains'. These sub-domains connect mag-
netization states with opposite domain magnetization of [Co/Pt]×5. The reversal
does not take place in the same ﬁeld at all locations in the up domain, as ob-
served in Fig. 5.11. The few highlighted dark spots in panel i) are the locations
where [Co/Pt]×5 magnetic moments have reverted in 1200mT. A greater number
of [Co/Pt]×5 moments [highlighted by the ellipses in panel j)] revert its magneti-
zation in 1500mT, and form sub-domains. In the ﬁeld of 2000mT, almost all the
[Co/Pt]×5 moments have reverted [newly reverted ones are highlighted in panel k)].
An important observation concerns the sign of the contrast change in stage 2.
Notice that the contrast in the up domains is dominated by the TbFe ﬁlm, which
is aligned with the applied ﬁeld and the magnetic tip. Consequently, it will be
essentially negative, as expected for attractive interactions. An applied ﬁeld will
provide driving force for a reversal into alignment with the ﬁeld, and accordingly
only aﬀects [Co/Pt]×5 over the up domain. However consistent with this we would
expect the resulting contrast change to be negative, whereas the observation is of
a contrast increase.
The nature of the sub-domains can be revealed by considering the contrast pro-
duced by appropriate through-thickness isolated reversal domains in the [Co/Pt]×5-
multilayer. To understand this, recall that over the up domain the uniform thin
ﬁlms of the double layer give rise to little contrast (this is related to the thickness
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loss, as previously discussed). Therefore the reversal of a column in the Co/Pt
amounts to an interruption in the otherwise uniform ﬁlm, which is tantamount
to adding the stray ﬁeld of a column of reversed magnetization. This column
provides the characteristic stray ﬁeld swings observed at the domain walls (this
is what it ultimately is) and in particular also a positive ∆fmag change. Because
our MFM transfer function is calibrated, we can simulate the resulting contrast
quantitatively.
We carry out a simulation of such sub-domains structures using the frequency
shift ∆fmag in 1500mT. To that end, we apply a threshold to the measured mag-
netic frequency shift [Fig. 5.13 a)], which results in a bi-level magnetization pattern
that we ascribe to the [Co/Pt]5-multilayer, and depict in Fig. 5.13 c). The domain
pattern of the TbFe ﬁlm is unaltered, but we adjust the saturation magnetization
to the observed ﬁeld-dependent value obtained from the MFM contrast analy-
sis of sample S2 [Section 4.3.3.1]. An iDW at the interface with TbFe reduces
the thickness of the reversed sub-domain column in accordance with the observed
measured contrast. Its thickness in eﬀect constitutes a ﬁtting parameter, adjusted
to 1.1 nm in this case. The antiparallel coupling of the [Co/Pt]5-multilayer (with
sub-domains) and the TbFe ﬁlm (same as in 0 T) is sketched in Fig. Fig. 5.13 b).
The ∆fmag image is simulated for each layer [panels e) and f)] using the transfer
function [Eq. 2.10]. Their sum is displayed in panel g).
The simulated ∆fmag [panel g)] reproduces the measurement [panel a)] with the
correct contrast amplitude and comparable granularity of the pattern. This is the
basis for asserting that stage 2 of the reversal process in the down domains consists
of isolated sub-domains reverting in the Co/Pt part. Note that from their size the
sub-domains are consistent with the observed composition inhomogeneity found in
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Figure 5.13: Simulation of ∆fmag for sample S2 in an applied ﬁeld of 1500mT. a) Mea-
sured magnetic frequency shift in 1500mT. b) Schematic of the antiparallel exchange-
coupled [Co/Pt]×5-multilayer and TbFe ﬁlm. c) and d) Model magnetization pattern
for the [Co/Pt]×5-multilayer and the TbFe ﬁlm, respectively. e) and f) Simulated fre-
quency shift for the [Co/Pt]×5-multilayer and the TbFe ﬁlm, respectively. g) Simulated
frequency shift for sample S2, as sum of e) and f).
TbFe [see Sections 4.2 and 4.3.2]. It is conceivable that the coupling between the
two layers in the ECDL varies locally in a manner related to this TbFe composition
in homogeneity.
5.4.3.2 Analysis of stage 1 magnetization reversal for Co/Pt
As per Fig. 5.12 a), the contrast in H < 1T increases within the up domains
by a factor of 3 without a clear change in the pattern of the magnetic structures
(correlation > 70% in Fig. 5.12 b). By comparison, in the down domains the
contrast is essentially unaltered, with an even larger correlation between images (in
excess of 80%). By sheer size (0.5  1.5Hz) the contrast changes are incompatible
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with the previously assessed contrast changes in the TbFe [Fig. 4.13 a)]. Moreover,
being largely restricted to the up domains, they must involve a reversal change of
the Co/Pt magnetization into the direction of the ﬁeld.
In view of the mechanism established in stage 2 in the previous section, we
must consider the possibility that the contrast increases in stage 1 by a similar
mechanism, with much sparser and smaller reversed areas through the thickness
of the [Co/Pt]×5. Simulations carried out in a similar manner as in Section 5.4.3.1
allow for this possibility.
On the other hand, Fig. 5.9 shows an alternative mechanism wherein the reversal
sets in as a thin region at the surface of the [Co/Pt]×5 opposite to the TbFe, in
which the magnetic moments are turned oﬀ of the perpendicular orientation down,
though not to the point of leading to the through thickness reversed columns found
in stage 2. As before, the eﬀect of this modiﬁcation in the [Co/Pt]×5 domain is
a reduced masking of the TbFe domain pattern stray ﬁeld, and hence a contrast
increase which would necessarily retain any inhomogeneity found in the TbFe and
reﬂect local changes in the amount of rotation of the [Co/Pt]×5 moments.
A deﬁnite distinction is not possible at this time, because of the diﬃculty decon-
volving the transfer function and distance losses from the measured frequency shift
image in the presence of measurement noise (see previous section). Nevertheless, it
is reasonable to assume that at the lowest ﬁelds the rotation of the [Co/Pt]×5 mo-
ments prevails, eventually leading up to the reversal of isolated, discrete through
thickness reversed columns, such as dominate stage 2.
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5.4.3.3 Analysis of stage 3 magnetization reversal for Co/Pt
Above 2T Fig. 5.12 c) indicates that the contrast in the down domain diminishes
from its peak value attained in stage 2, but exceeding 2Hz it is still larger than in
stage 1. Concurrently, the correlation between the magnetic structures with those
found for the maximum ﬁeld is high, suggesting that no new reverted columns
in the [Co/Pt]×5-multilayer appear. Consistent with this picture, the [Co/Pt]×5-
multilayer is saturated. Nevertheless, the parallel alignment between [Co/Pt]×5
and TbFe implied by this conﬁguration necessitates breaking the coupling at the
interface, i.e. the formation of the aforementioned iDW. The nature of the reversal
in stage 2, comprising isolated through-thickness (except for the iDW) reverted
columns suggests that the coupling strength is not uniform. An inhomogeneous
iDW would be the natural consequence. The increasing ﬁeld would drive the
compression of the iDW toward the interface with TbFe, possibly retaining the
inhomogeneity of its thickness, at least in part. This would result in the observed
reduction in overall contrast while retaining the structure of the magnetization.
A quantitative simulation of this process proceeds analogous to Section 5.4.2.2,
and conﬁrms the salient features of the iDW evolution in this stage. This stage 3
mechanism captures the essence of the behavior within the down domain. Indeed,
prior to domain-wall-motion in TbFe at ﬁelds of 6T, [Co/Pt]×5 is aligned with the
applied magnetic ﬁeld. There is no driving force for its reversal. Accordingly, we
would expect no alteration in the contrast, and this expectation largely bears out,
although a small increase is observed in Fig. 5.10. However, after domain-wall-
motion ensues, the magnetization of two layers is parallel, and an iDW must form
and evolve as detailed for stage 3. We summarize the ﬁndings in the following
section.
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5.4.3.4 Summary of the magnetization reversal process
As alluded to previously, the observed contrast inside the up domain in the in-
termediate ﬁeld region and the high ﬁeld region [Fig. 5.12] can arise from the
nucleation of the sub-domains and the compression of the iDWs, respectively.
In low ﬁelds below 1T, the increase of contrast inside the up domain can be
attributed to the rotation of local magnetic moment of [Co/Pt]×5. At the inter-
face of the [Co/Pt]×5-multilayer and the underlying TbFe ﬁlm, the local magnetic
moments of the former stay pinned antiparallel to the latter, thus antiparallel to
the applied ﬁeld. At an increasing distance from the interface, the local mag-
netic moments of [Co/Pt]×5 are rotated to be better aligned with the ﬁeld. The
magnetic moments of the top layer of the [Co/Pt]×5-multilayer are aligned par-
allel to the ﬁeld, given that the applied ﬁeld is above the exchange-bias ﬁeld of
1.2T. In the intermediate ﬁelds between 1 and 2T, the reversal of [Co/Pt]×5 is
accompanied by the forming of the iDW, presumably mostly located within the
[Co/Pt]×5-multilayer due to the high perpendicular anisotropy of the TbFe ﬁlm.
More iDW are formed with increasing ﬁeld. In high ﬁelds above 2T, the thickness
of the iDWs decreases with increasing ﬁeld. The compression of the iDW with
increasing ﬁeld was observed in Fig. 5.11 l)-p), and quantiﬁed by Fig.5.6 where
the shaded area highlights the closing gap between the contrast of the samples S1
and S2.
It is important to note that the domain-level in-plane domain wall model [Fig. 5.9]
is proved to be an incomplete picture of the magnetization reversal process of
the [Co/Pt]×5-multilayer. Thanks to our high-resolution MFM images showing
magnetic structures of down to 20 nm scale, the sub-domain model [Fig. 5.9] of
[Co/Pt]×5 magnetization reversal matches the MFM data within the domains, and
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provides a nano-scale understanding of the reversal process.
The magnetization reversal process of sample S2 is illustrated in Fig. 5.14. The
left panels depict the MFM images in various ﬁelds, and the middle ones are
the corresponding schematics of the cross-section view of the double layers. The
symbols  and ⊗ indicate the direction of the domains for the middle panels. In
7000mT, the dashed lines in panel i) indicate the previously existing domain walls.
Figure 5.14 a) shows the as-grown sample in 0mT. Magnetometry and com-
paring MFM data with simulations (see Section 5.4.2) indicate antiferromagnetic
coupling of the [Co/Pt]×5-multilayer and the TbFe ﬁlm [panel b)]. In 600T, an
increase of roughness in observed within the up domains [panel c)], which could
be attributed to the rotation of [Co/Pt]×5 moments which is distributed inhomo-
geneously ]sketched by the green areas in panel d)]. The local magnetic moments
of [Co/Pt]×5 are antiferromagnetically exchange-coupled to the TbFe layer at the
interface, while the moments on the top can be rotated [see zoomed image] due to
the applied ﬁeld. In a ﬁeld of 1500mT (up direction), a pattern of sub-domains
appears within the [Co/Pt]×5 domain with initially down magnetization [panel e)].
The magnetization of sub-domains [blue areas within the up domains in panel f)]
in the up direction and iDWs are formed at the interface [green areas in panel f)].
As discussed in Section 5.4.3.1, the reversal of [Co/Pt]×5 occurs mainly between
1000mT and 2000mT. In ﬁelds above 2000mT, the MFM signal reﬂects TbFe do-
mains and variations of the iDW thickness which decreases with increasing ﬁeld,
but remains visible even in 5000mT [panels g) and h)]. The iDW of an inhomoge-
neous thickness is highlighted in panels h) and zoomed on the right. In 7000mT,
above the TbFe coercivity of about 6T, the TbFe ﬁlm is saturated [panel i)]. The
roughness at the locations of initial [Co/Pt]×5 up-domains [within dashed lines in
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Figure 5.14: Illustration of the magnetization reversal process of sample S2, with MFM
images in the left panels and schematics in the middle panels. The in-plane domain
walls highlighted by the dashed ellipses are zoomed on the right of the corresponding
schematic. Note that the aspect ratio of the in-plane domains walls are not maintained
in the zoomed images.
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panel g)] is lower than that outside these areas [panel j)]. This roughness can arise
from the thickness variations of the both layers, the inhomogeneous distribution
of the composition of the TbFe ﬁlm (and the related Tb/Fe fanning cones), and
the iDW with locally varying thickness which plays an important role.
5.4.4 MFM data on exchange-coupled systems with Pt in-
terlayer
5.4.4.1 Exchange-coupled systems with thin Pt interlayer
We have performed MFM scans under the same conditions on the ECDLs of
[Co/Pt]×5-multilayer and TbFe ﬁlm with Pt interlayer of various thicknesses. For
the samples with Pt interlayer thickness up to 2.0 nm (samples S3, S4, S5, S6), the
magnetization reversal is dominated by the nucleation of sub-domains appearing
within the [Co/Pt]×5 domain with magnetization initially opposite to the applied
ﬁeld. The MFM data of sample S4 is presented as an example.
Sample S4 comprises a Pt layer of 0.7 nm at the interface between the TbFe ﬁlm
and the [Co/Pt]×5-multilayer, as illustrated in Fig. 5.1 c). The MFM images of
sample S4 are depicted in Fig. 5.15.
The observed stage 2 reversal of the [Co/Pt]×5 multilayer starts in 600mT (where
the magnetic contrast increases notably) [Fig. 5.15 d)]. This ﬁeld level is consistent
with the Hex of about 0.5T obtained from the VSM measurements [Fig. 5.2].
Similar to sample S2, the magnetization reversal is not homogeneous for sample
S4. The measured frequency shift contrast in panels d) through k) arise from
the evolving sub-domains between 700mT and 2000mT. At 3000mT the Co/Pt
reversal is complete, except for the compression of the iDW, which proceed as
found for stage 3 in sample S2. The panels l) through o) depict the ∆fmag contrast
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Figure 5.15: Measured frequency shift ∆fmag of 3µm×3 µm MFM-scan on the sample
S4, for which the topography-induced contrast is subtracted from the raw images. The
color scale of -2.5Hz to 2.5Hz is the same for all the images, as given on the right edge
of the ﬁgure.
decrease in ﬁelds from 3000mT to 6000mT as a result of the stage 3 compression
of the iDW. Domain-wall-motion in the TbFe ﬁlm starts around 6000mT [o)], and
is complete at 7000mT [p)], which is also consistent with the magnetometry data
in Fig. 5.2.
The frequency shift images show some common characteristics for samples S3-
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S6, which indicate that the overall coupling strength between TbFe and Co/Pt is
reduced but not removed by Pt spacer layers of up to 2.0 nm. Figures 5.15, 5.16,
5.17, and 5.18 show the series of ﬁeld-dependent measurements of the samples.
All were carried out under the same conditions as Fig. 5.5, and with the same
calibrated tip, so that we can compare the contrast features.
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Figure 5.16: Measured frequency shift ∆fmag of 3µm×3 µm MFM-scan on the sample
TbFe/Pt0.4nm/[Co/Pt]×5 (S3), for which the topography-induced contrast is subtracted
from the raw images. The color scale of -2.5Hz to 2.5Hz is the same for all the images,
as given on the right edge of the ﬁgure.
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Figure 5.17: Measured frequency shift ∆fmag of 3µm×3 µm MFM-scan on the sample
TbFe/Pt1.2nm/[Co/Pt]×5 (S5), for which the topography-induced contrast is subtracted
from the raw images. The color scale of -2.5Hz to 2.5Hz is the same for all the images,
as given on the right edge of the ﬁgure.
Firstly, the domain-level magnetic contrast increases monotonically with applied
ﬁelds from 0mT to 4000mT. Secondly, the magnetic roughness inside the up do-
mains increases in ﬁelds up to 1500mT, then decreases from 1500mT to 4000mT.
Thirdly, the domain wall contrast is low in 0mT, and becomes higher in higher
ﬁelds. These observations reproduce for S3, S5 and S6 the same stages already
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Figure 5.18: Measured frequency shift ∆fmag of 3µm×3 µm MFM-scan on the sample
TbFe/Pt2.0nm/[Co/Pt]×5 (S6), for which the topography-induced contrast is subtracted
from the raw images. The color scale of -2.5Hz to 2.5Hz is the same for all the images,
as given on the right edge of the ﬁgure.
observed and discussed for sample S2 and identiﬁed in S4.
Note that the onset of stage 2, characterized by the contrast increase and cor-
relation loss (not shown) arising from the subdomains is initiated at diﬀerent ﬁeld
levels for S3-S6 than S2. The characteristic appearance of sub-domains occurs
in lower ﬁelds for samples with thicker Pt interlayers. As much is indicated by
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the onset of the increase of contrast roughness inside the up domains, in ﬁelds
above 450mT for samples S3 and S4, and below 450mT for samples S5 and S6.
This reduction of the threshold for the formation of sub-domains was to be ex-
pected, since the increasing thickness of Pt spacing layers will reduce the coupling
strength whose inhomogeneity we associated with the appearance of local Co/Pt
sub-domains.
Figure 5.19 provides an overview of samples S3, S4, S5 and S6 with Pt interlayer
thicknesses of 0.4, 0.7, 1.2 and 2.0 nm, respectively. The MFM images over an area
of 3µm×3 µm in applied ﬁelds of 0, 450, 900, 1500 and 4000mT are displayed for
each sample. These ﬁelds are selected to demonstrate the magnetization reversal
of the [Co/Pt]×5-multilayer. The color scale of -2.5Hz to 2.5Hz is the same for
all the images, as given on the right edge of the ﬁgure. The applied ﬁeld and the
tip magnetization are in the up direction, and the magnetizations of the domains
are marked by the symbols  (up) and ⊗ (down) in the zero ﬁeld images for each
sample. Note that the net magnetic moment of these ECDLs is dominated by the
TbFe ﬁlm, and thus the [Co/Pt]×5 moments are antiparallel to the applied ﬁeld at
the location of the up domains.
5.4.4.2 Exchange-coupled systems with thick Pt interlayer
Sample S7 comprises the thickest Pt spacer layer of the series, at 2.5 nm. The MFM
images and the schematics for the magnetization reversal process of sample S7 are
presented in Fig. 5.20. The portrayal of the reversal in this case is complicated by
the weakness of the coupling between TbFe and Co/Pt, due to which the sample
switching coincides with the tip switching. As a result it was not possible to
reproduce the same series of ﬁeld measurements as for samples S2-S6.
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Figure 5.19: Overview of magnetic frequency shift ∆fmag images for samples S3, S4, S5
and S6 in columns from left to right, and in applied ﬁelds of 0, 450, 800, 1200, 2000 and
4000mT are displayed in rows from top to bottom.
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Figure 5.20: Illustration of the magnetization reversal process of sample S7, with MFM
images in the top panels and schematics in the bottom panels. Note that the process is
not directly comparable to that depicted for samples S2-S6 on account of the fact that
the Co/Pt was in a remanent state in 0T (a consequence of creating a domain state
in TbFe by driving the sample toward the TbFe coercivity at 6T, thereby saturating
Co/Pt).
The MFM images in Fig. 5.20 a) c) e) g) i) depict the magnetic frequency
∆fmag of sample S7 in applied ﬁelds in the up direction. For prior MFM scans of
this sample S7 (not shown), ﬁelds as high as 1T have been applied. These ﬁeld
levels are above the coercivity of the [Co/Pt]×5-multilayer and place the [Co/Pt]×5-
multilayer in a remanent state comprising a single domain. Therefore, the MFM
image in Fig. 5.20 a) shows the remanent state of the [Co/Pt]×5-multilayer and
the domain state of the TbFe ﬁlm in 0T. Since (as samples S2-S6) the magnetic
moment of the TbFe ﬁlm is higher than the [Co/Pt]×5-multilayer, the up domains
(e.g. the one marked by the symbol ) are TbFe up domains. Comparing image a)
and g) indicates that in both cases the [Co/Pt]×5-multilayer is saturated, and con-
sequently does not signiﬁcantly contribute to the contrast. For an applied ﬁeld of
60mT [panel c)], a domain-wall-motion of the [Co/Pt]×5-multilayer was observed,
and roughness is increased within the [Co/Pt]×5 domains which are overlapping
the TbFe up domains. This roughness is attributed to the rotations of the Co/Pt
magnetic moments in an applied ﬁeld (highlighted in green in Fig. 5.20 d)). In
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80mT [panel e)], further domain-wall-motion of the [Co/Pt]×5-multilayer was ob-
served. Surprisingly, it follows from the direction of motion of the Co/Pt domain
walls, that the coupling between TbFe and Co/Pt is antiparallel, and therefore
cannot be dipolar in ﬁrst instance. Again, a higher roughness is observed within
Co/Pt domains which are overlapping the TbFe up domains. In 100mT [panel g)],
the [Co/Pt]×5 domain walls have vanished and [Co/Pt]×5 is saturated while the
TbFe ﬁlm is still in a multi-domain state. In 7000mT, above the TbFe coercivity
of about 6T, the TbFe ﬁlm is saturated [panel i)] (the dotted lines indicate the
locations of TbFe domain walls before saturation).
The remanent state of the [Co/Pt]×5-multilayer and the domain state of the
TbFe ﬁlm in 0T is sketched in panel b). The domain-wall-motion and the sub-
domain nucleation of the [Co/Pt]×5-multilayer in 60mT is illustrated in panel d).
In 80mT [panel f)], the [Co/Pt]×5 down domains shrink further within which more
iDW are formed. Panel h) shows the saturated state of the [Co/Pt]×5-multilayer
and the multi-domain state of the TbFe ﬁlm in 100T. In 7000mT, the TbFe ﬁlm
is saturated [panel j)]. The iDW are marked in green at the locations where the
antiferromagnetic exchange-coupling is broken.
Interestingly, the magnetization reversal process of sample S7 with 2.5 nm thick
Pt interlayer is very diﬀerent from sample S6 with 2 nm thick Pt interlayer. For
the ECDLs of TbFe and [Co/Pt]×5, the ﬁne tunning of the exchange-bias and the
understanding of the magnetization reversal mechanism can be of great interest
for their potential applications in high density magnetic recording.
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6 Summary and outlook
6.1 Summary
The studies presented in this thesis provide a ﬁrst look at the microscopic charac-
teristics of magnetic structures in the magnetron sputtered thin ﬁlms of the ferri-
magnet Tb25Fe75 and of ECDLs using this material and the [Co/Pt]×n-multilayer.
The ferrimagnet is a high perpendicular-anisotropy material, which exchange cou-
ples antiferomagnetically the likewise perpendicular-anisotropy ferromagnetic Co/Pt.
We show by high resolution quantitative MFM at low temperatures that the re-
versal process in ECDLs involves four processes with corresponding ﬁeld regions.
There is an increase in the magnitude of the areal density of magnetic moments of
the ferromagnet with applied ﬁeld lower than 1T, the local breaking of the cou-
pling between ferrimagnet and ferromagnet between 1 and 2T, the inhomogeneous
compression of the resulting in-plane domain wall in higher ﬁelds, and ﬁnally the
lateral domain-wall-motion within the ferrimagnet at ﬁelds in excess of 5T.
We have investigated the possible inﬂuence of Pt spacing layers between ferro-
and ferrimagnetic layers. These could be used to control the coupling between
layers of the system. Our ﬁndings corroborate the partial decoupling conferred
by Pt when the thickness increases from 0 to 2 nm. At 2.5 nm the two layers
are largely decoupled and lateral domain-wall-motion of each layer separately is
possible.
The understanding we gained will aid the development of applications that ex-
ploit the strong non-frustrated coupling in these ECDLs.
A further important result from this work is the technical development steps we
have taken in order to be able to carry out the research. We anticipate that these
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achievements will ﬁnd further use in the study of the reversal of magnetization in
high ﬁelds and at a local scale. Speciﬁcally, having recognized the crucial nature
of scanning at a controlled tip-sample distance of about 10 nm and below, and
having assessed artifacts induced by dissipation mechanisms in applied magnetic
ﬁelds, we implemented a frequency-modulated capacitive distance control method
that allows the desired control robustness and accuracy. Moreover, we comple-
mented this control method with techniques to reduce the inﬂuence of positional
creep on the ability to carry out quantitative analysis of the data. We reﬁned
the quantitative MFM analytics techniques, making extensive use of the qMFM
analytics package for Matlab (see http://qmfm.empa.ch).
6.2 Outlook
6.2.1 TbFe with various compositions
The magnetic properties of amorphous TbFe alloy thin ﬁlms, for instance the
compensation temperature, depend strongly on the composition. Because the
driving force for reversal is the Zeeman energy, closeness to the compensation
will aﬀect the coercivity, in addition to the temperature dependent barriers to
domain-wall-motion given by anisotropy and exchange stiﬀness. It is important to
establish the generality of the observed reversal mechanisms by analyzing them in
conjuntion with diﬀerent TbFe compositions.
Moreover, the observed inhomogeneities in our TbFe ﬁlm could be closely con-
nected to the atomic ratio of 25% Tb and 75% Fe.
Given how inhomogeneity can aﬀect reversal mechanisms, it is crucial to inves-
tigate into TbFe ﬁlms with various compositions, with a special focus on these
compositional inhomogeneities and the phase diagram. The nature of the various
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contributions to the anisotropy in these ﬁlms should be studied further by linking
the inhomogeneity of the composition to the magnetic properties.
6.2.2 ECDLs of TbFe and [Co/Pt]×5 with other interlayers
The polarization of Pt, in the [Co/Pt]-multilayer and as the interlayer, is not fully
understood. To simplify the ECDLs systems with an interlayer, Cu and Ag might
be used as interlayers.
6.2.3 Simulations of interfacial domain walls in TbFe/[Co/Pt]×5
While it is clear from the data that in-plane interfacial walls exist in these ECDLs,
we have not carried out a micromagnetic simulation thereof. Completing this task
would be important when these systems are considered for devices in which the
active cross section is small.
6.2.4 Investigation on the low-ﬁeld feature of TbFe magne-
tometry
The low-ﬁeld feature, i.e. strong variation of measured VSM signal at low ﬁelds
[Section 4.3.1], is observed in the out-of-plane magnetization loops of all our TbFe
alloy ﬁlms and TbFe-based ﬁlms. In this theses we attribute it to the instrument-
speciﬁc artifacts. In principle, the MFM results are not aﬀected by this low-ﬁeld
feature. However, the origin of this low-ﬁeld feature needs more investigations.
There are possibilities that the low-ﬁeld feature arises from the sample fabri-
cation. For example, the coating on the sides of the Si substrates with a slanted
surface could contribute a soft-phase or an in-plane component to the measured
VSM loop. To avoid the former problem, various strategies could be used, some
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of which are already being implemented, namely the use of masks or lithography
to better deﬁne the edges of the sputtered area. Additional XMCD measurements
will be used for conﬁrming the magnetization loops.
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the tip-sample distance to keep the amplitudes of the side-bands at
fc + 2fac and fc − 2fac constant. A measure of the topography is
either obtained from the variation of the side-band amplitudes or
by the z-feedback output, for slow or fast z-feedback parameters,
respectively. The circuitry used for the control of the tip-sample
distance is highlighted by the green box. Using two additional lock-
in ampliﬁers (LIA 2 and LIA3), the two side band amplitudes at
fc+fac and fc−fac can be measured and zeroed by a Kelvin feedback
(U (K)dc -PI). The latter adjusts the applied bias voltage to compensate
the contact potential (yellow box). The setup has been implemented
with a Zurich Instruments lock-in ampliﬁer PLL system HF2LI [45] . 59
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3.3 a) Frequency shift as a function of the tip-sample distance with zero
bias (black line) and with an applied dc-bias of 500mV (gray line).
The blue curve displays the diﬀerence between these curves and thus
measures the contribution of the electrostatic force arising from a
500mV dc-potential to the frequency shift. The frequency shift aris-
ing from the 500mV ac-potential (green line) can be approximated
by taking the electrostatic force contribution (blue curve) and scal-
ing it to the eﬀective value for the ac-modulation bias. b) Schemat-
ics of the spectrum of a cantilever oscillation frequency modulated
with a bias amplitude Uac = 500mV. Because the electrostatic force
contains components with frequency fac and 2fac, the FM-spectrum
shows two groups of side bands at fc± fac and at fc± 2fac. Higher
order side-bands are below the noise ﬂoor and can therefore be ne-
glected for small modulation indices (see main text). c) Measured
side-band amplitude A2fac as function of tip-sample distance. . . . . 61
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3.4 a) and d) MFM images recorded with a fast and slow feedback of the
fundamental oscillation mode amplitude A0, respectively. The strong
tip-sample interaction near the domain walls (e.g. at the yellow ellipses)
leads to changes of tip/sample magnetization that lower the quality fac-
tor of the cantilever. b) For a suﬃciently fast amplitude feedback, A0
remains constant within ±5 pm around the setpoint of 10 nm. c) The
sum of the side band amplitudes then reﬂects local variations of the tip-
sample distance arising from the topography of the sample. e) For a slow
amplitude feedback, the amplitude A0 is signiﬁcantly smaller at the lo-
cations with lower Q. f) The side band amplitudes are also aﬀected by
the variations of A0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65
3.5 Measured frequency shift ∆f as function of applied external ﬁeld,
for tip kept 5 nm (blue line) and withdrawn (red dashed line) from
the sample surface. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69
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3.6 a) and b) MFM images acquired at 0T with up and down tip magneti-
zation, respectively. The contrast is dominated by the stray ﬁeld of the
micron-sized domains, while faint dark spots are also visible. The lat-
ter arises from increased attractive van der Waals and electrostatic forces
caused by a locally reduced tip-sample distance at protrusions on the sur-
face (see for example the dark spot highlighted by the yellow arrows). c)
and d) MFM images acquired at 4T with opposite tip magnetization. e)
and f) Half-diﬀerence and half-sum of the data shown in a) and b). g), h)
and i), j) Half-sums of the data in the areas highlighted by the solid and
dashed squares, from a), b), and c), d), respectively. k) to n) topography
data obtained from the frequency shift data g) to j) convoluted with the
frequency shift versus distance data [see green line in Figure 3.3 a)]. o)
and p) Diﬀerences of the data displayed in k), m), and l), n), respectively. 70
3.7 a) MFM data acquired at the location of the horizontal line crossing
bright and dark domains in Fig. 3.6 a). b) Scanlines obtained in various
magnetic ﬁelds corresponding to the horizontal black lines in panel a).
c) Background frequency shift, i.e. the vertical red line in panel a), as a
function of the applied ﬁeld. d) Excitation amplitude Aexc (blue curve)
and cantilever oscillation amplitude A0 (red curve), measured simultane-
ously with frequency shift ∆f during the image scan. e) Recorded travel
of the z-piezo and side-band amplitude. f) Measured cantilever deﬂection
(blue) and true z (red) which is deduced from the former and the z-travel. 74
4.1 a) TEM image obtained in cross section geometry of sample S1.
b) Local variations of Tb and Fe content measured by STEM-EDX
with ﬁeld of view of 9 nm×9 nm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79
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4.2 Magnetization loops of the TbFe ﬁlm: measured by a) VSM and
b) SQUID magnetometer, and background subtracted c) VSM loop
and d) SQUID loop. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 82
4.3 Measured frequency shift ∆f of 3µm×3 µm MFM-scan on the sam-
ple S1. The color scale of -2.5 to +2.5Hz is the same for all the
images, as given on the right edge of the ﬁgure. . . . . . . . . . . . 86
4.4 Frequency shift ∆f over a 3µm×3 µm area. a) and b) MFM images
acquired in 0T with up and down tip magnetization, respectively.
c) and d) Half-sum and half-diﬀerence of the data shown in a) and
b), representing the topographic and the magnetic contribution, re-
spectively. The images are displayed with the same color-scale of
-2.5 to +2.5Hz. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87
4.5 a)-o) Processed ∆fmag data, representing only the magnetic contrast
of Fig. 4.3a)-o). p) ∆fmag contrast as function of applied external
ﬁeld for MFM-scans on sample S1. The squares are the calculated
∆fmag contrast with the error bars for the uncertainty of contrast
determination, and the dashed line is a guide to the eye. . . . . . . 88
4.6 Possible mechanisms for the increase of the MFM contrast in ﬁelds,
with top panels in zero ﬁeld and bottom ones in applied ﬁeld up. a)
and b) Increase of the contrast by a decreased tip-sample distance.
c) and d) The improved alignment of local magnetic moments of the
tip with the ﬁeld. e) and f) The closing/opening of the Tb/Fe cones
in ﬁeld, corresponding to the situation in the dark domains. g) and
h) The opening/closing of the Tb/Fe cones in ﬁeld, corresponding
to the situation in the bright domains. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89
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4.7 The dependence of the transfer function on spatial wavelength for
Tikhonov parameter δ=16. The solid line is the original TF , and the
dashed line is the TF with cutoﬀ frequency klimit, where 1/klimit =
33nm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 91
4.8 Magnetization patternM for TbFe ﬁlm in zero ﬁeld, displayed with
the scale of -2×105 to 2×105 A/m. a) Model magnetization pattern.
b) Deconvolved M in zero ﬁeld. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 92
4.9 a) Measured magnetic contrast [same as Fig. 4.5 a)]. b) Simulated
frequency shift. c) Diﬀerence of a) and b). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 93
4.10 Normalized magnetization amplitude (red circles) which best repro-
duces the observed contrast amplitude and the normalized ∆fmag
contrast (black squares) as function of the applied ﬁeld. The magne-
tization amplitude and ∆fmag contrast are normalized with respect
to the one in zero ﬁeld. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 94
4.11 Zoomed-in images over a 500nm×500nm area inside the down do-
main (⊗ domain), as marked by the dashed square in Fig. 4.5 a).
The applied external magnetic ﬁelds in T for each column are given
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4.12 Zoomed-in images over a 500nm×500nm area inside the up domain
( domain), as marked by the dashed square in Fig. 4.5 a). The
applied external magnetic ﬁelds in T for each column are given in
the upper right corner of each image. Note that the color scale given
on the bottom right of the ﬁgure is between -0.2 and 0.2Hz, which
is much smaller than the 3000nm×3000nm images shown in Fig. 4.5. 97
4.13 a) ∆fmag contrast and b) cross-correlation with respect to the 0T
image and c) cross-correlation with respect to the 5T image as func-
tion of applied ﬁeld for the cropped images over a 500nm×500nm
area inside the up and down domains, from Fig. 4.11 and Fig. 4.12,
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5.1 a), b) and c) The layer structure of the samples S1, S2, and S4, respectively.106
5.2 Areal density of the magnetic moment for samples a) S2, b) S4, and
c) S7 measured by VSM. The observed exchange-bias ﬁeld (marked
by the vertical red line) is about 1.1T, 0.7T and 0T, respectively. . 107
5.3 Cartoons illustrate the [Co/Pt]-multilayer and the TbFe moments
in various ﬁelds for sample S2, where the states 1-4 are marked in
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5.5 Measured frequency shift ∆fmag of 3µm×3 µm MFM-scan on the
sample S2, for which the topography-induced contrast is subtracted
from the raw images. The color scale of -2.5 to 2.5Hz is the same
for all the images, as given on the right edge of the ﬁgure. The
symbol  on the top right of the ﬁgure indicate the up direction
of the applied ﬁeld and the tip. The symbols  and ⊗ in panel a)
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5.6 Comparison of ∆fmag contrast as function of applied ﬁeld for sam-
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5.7 Simulation of ∆fmag for sample S2 in zero ﬁeld. a) Measured mag-
netic frequency shift. b) Schematic of the antiferromagnetically
exchange-coupled [Co/Pt]×5-multilayer and TbFe ﬁlm. c) and d)
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TbFe ﬁlm, respectively. e) and f) Simulated frequency shift for the
[Co/Pt]×5-multilayer and the TbFe ﬁlm, respectively. g) Simulated
frequency shift for sample S2, as sum of e) and f). h) ∆fmag for
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5.9 Schematics of the in-plane domain wall model in a ECDLs system.
a) The soft layer is coupled antiparallel to the underlying hard layer
in zero ﬁeld. b) An in-plane domain wall (green area) is formed at
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5.13 Simulation of ∆fmag for sample S2 in an applied ﬁeld of 1500mT. a)
Measured magnetic frequency shift in 1500mT. b) Schematic of the
antiparallel exchange-coupled [Co/Pt]×5-multilayer and TbFe ﬁlm.
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and the TbFe ﬁlm, respectively. e) and f) Simulated frequency shift
for the [Co/Pt]×5-multilayer and the TbFe ﬁlm, respectively. g)
Simulated frequency shift for sample S2, as sum of e) and f). . . . . 125
5.14 Illustration of the magnetization reversal process of sample S2, with
MFM images in the left panels and schematics in the middle panels.
The in-plane domain walls highlighted by the dashed ellipses are
zoomed on the right of the corresponding schematic. Note that the
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5.15 Measured frequency shift ∆fmag of 3µm×3 µm MFM-scan on the
sample S4, for which the topography-induced contrast is subtracted
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5.16 Measured frequency shift ∆fmag of 3µm×3 µm MFM-scan on the
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5.17 Measured frequency shift ∆fmag of 3µm×3 µm MFM-scan on the
sample S5, for which the topography-induced contrast is subtracted
from the raw images. The color scale of -2.5Hz to 2.5Hz is the same
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5.18 Measured frequency shift ∆fmag of 3µm×3 µm MFM-scan on the
sample S6, for which the topography-induced contrast is subtracted
from the raw images. The color scale of -2.5Hz to 2.5Hz is the same
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Acronyms
LCF lever-canting-Function.
TF transfer function.
S1 TbFe thin ﬁlm.
S2 TbFe/[Co/Pt]×5.
S3 TbFe/Pt0.4nm/[Co/Pt]×5.
S4 TbFe/Pt0.7nm/[Co/Pt]×5.
S5 TbFe/Pt1.2nm/[Co/Pt]×5.
S6 TbFe/Pt2.0nm/[Co/Pt]×5.
S7 TbFe/Pt2.5nm/[Co/Pt]×5.
AFM atomic force microscopy.
a-TbFe amorphous TbFe ferrimag-
nets.
AF antiferromagnet.
ASA atomic-scale structural anisotropy.
BPM bit-patterned media.
CP contact potential.
CPD contact potential diﬀerence.
DAC digital-to-analog converter.
DM Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya.
DW domain wall.
ECDLs exchange-coupled double lay-
ers.
EDX energy dispersive X-ray anal-
ysis.
F ferromagnet.
Fi ferrimagnet.
FIB focused ion beam.
GMR giant magnetoresistance.
HAMR heat-assisted magnetic record-
ing.
iDW interfacial domain walls.
KPFM Kelvin potential force mi-
croscopy.
LT-MFM low temperature magnetic
force microscope.
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MFM magnetic force microscope.
ML monolayers.
NM noble metal.
PEEM photoemission electron mi-
croscopy.
p-MTJ perpendicular tunnel junc-
tion.
PLL phase-locked loop.
PMA perpendicular magnetic anisotropy.
PSD position sensitive photodetec-
tor.
pUCS pinned uncompensated spins.
Q quality factor.
RBS Rutherford backscattering spec-
trometry.
RE rare earth.
SFM scanning force microscope.
SNR signal-to-noise ratio.
SQUID superconducting quantum
interference device.
STM scanning tunneling microscopy.
STXM scanning transmission X-ray
microscopy.
TEM transmission electron microscopy.
TEM transmission electron microscopy.
TM transition metal.
TMR tunneling magnetoresistance.
UHV ultra high vacuum.
VSM vibrating sample magnetom-
etry.
XMCD X-ray Magnetic Circular Dichro-
ism.
XRD X-ray diﬀractometry.
XRR X-ray reﬂectometry.
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